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Fee Referendum is Proof Positive of Opportunities
By kalen Hayter
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

tic four-sided digital scoreboard to the theaier-style-seat section, and the participation
of the Cal State Student Body, the Coussoulis
Arena has superiority placed all around it.
Physical Education classes are currently
held in the arena, and in thefimess center.
Previously, the classes were held in the small
Coyote Den, where it could provide a maxi-

their campus photo I.D. and current quarter
I.D. and they're set." said Gartenberg.
Many opportunities are available to the
students now , through Recreational Sports
that weren't available i^ior to the passing of
the referendum. Intramural sports teams
have increased and are expected to expand
into the 1995-1996 academic year. Intramu-

The Student Recreation and Athletics
Referendum, which was passed in the spring
quarter of 1994 by student vote, and put into
effect at the beginning of the 1^4 fell quar
ter, h;as produced many opportunities for
students.
Most students, faculty,
and staff mayrecall thecampaign to pass the referen
dum; an $18.00 per quarter
fee increase, thatwould sup
port "recreational sports,
club sports, intramural
spom, funding for an Health
and Physical Education/
Coussoulis Arena Facilities
Coordinate, intercollegiate
athletics, and related activi
ties." as stated in a draft
^ .ft > :• -1 r*
referendum proposal. Some
may remember the fee in
crease as a way of squeez
ing additional monies out of
the pockets of students,
where lint, rather than dol
lars, are more plentiful.
However, the passage of the
referendum h^ produced an
abundance of positive op
portunities for the student
of Cal State.
The opportunities pro
duced for thestudents, cam
pus, and community as a The Jafnes and Aen'anthi Coussoulis Arena offers students a widevariety of activities.
whole are vast. For $54.00
a year ($18.00 per 3 quarters) a student has mum of one full-size basketball court, two ral sports teams include Football (men's and
for their use, a complete fitness center, a half-courts (when the full-size court wasn't in women's) and Soccer (co-ed) during the fall,
swimming pool, racquetball courts, tennis use), three volleyball courts and six badmin and Basketball (men's and women's) and
courts, basketball courts, recreational sports ton courts. Classes held in the Coussoulis Hockey (co-ed) are held during winter quar
teams, and the opportunity to see Intercolle Arena are now able to hold sessions on three ter. During the Spring, co-ed Volleyball and
giate sports events in a state of the art facility, full-length basketballcourts (with removable Softball leagues are set up. Current Clubthe Coussoulis Arena, with no additional hoops), five volleyball courts, and 12 bad Sport teams are Rugby, Hockey and Cycling,
fees. These are some of the areas that are minton courts. If needed, two basketball with additional teams project^ during next
most directly related to the students, and courts, one volleyball court, and six badmin school year.
areas that are most noticed.
ton courts could all be in use at one time.
The referendum has given Recreational
The Cal State Campus and the Commu Further, with the increase in facility size, a Sports additional ways to service the student
nity also benefit from the passage of the fee Physical Instructor noted that classes will be body, through paid student-assistant posi
referendum. Coupling the referendum with allowing more students to enroll, where as, if tions. Gartenberg adds "We've increased
the move into the new Coussoulis Arena and the classes were held in the Coyote Den, they our student assistants from three to over 20in
the Health and Physical Education facility is would close early due to capacity limits.
the pastsix months, and will be able to nearly
a great opportunity. "The use of the arena
Mitch Gartenberg, C.S.U.S.B.'s Recre double that amount nextschool year. Before,
can be maximized by concerts, major inter- ational Sports Director, couldn't be happier student assistants were volunteer, now we're
scholastic events and other appropriate ac about the passing of the referendum. "The fortunate to have this assistance from the
tivities. Through successful coordination Recreation Sports iMOgram would not exist in referendum to pay these positions."
and direction, the Physical Education pro the form that it is now, without the passage of
Other paid Student-Assistant positions
gram can receive significant benefits." as the referendum." states Gartenberg.
will stem from Intercollegiate Athletic events
stated in a draft proposal.
The Recreation program is proof positive held in the arena. A crew of apiH'Oximately40The move into the 5(X)0-seat Coussoulis of how the students are receiving something 50 student assistants will be needed for game
Arena has brcMightcmmuchexcitement within tangible for their money. A fully-equipped management.
Recreation Sports, Physical Education and state-of-the-art fitness center has been opened
One individual who helped to spearhead
Athletics. \^en students attend a home int he basement of the Health and Physical the referendum from proposal to reality, is
Athleticsevent,orotberinterscholasticevent, Education Building fw use by students, fac student, Rob Ibbetson. Ibbetson, who com
they will be treated to topof the line facilities ulty and staff of the University. "We have the peted on the 1991-92 Cal State Swim team,
int be largest arena in the California Colle very top of the line equipmentavailable to the had more than Athletics on his mind when
giate Athletic Association. From the gigan students for their use. Theyjustneedtoshow drafting the referendum. Motivation to bet

ter the on-campus life at C.S.U.S.B. wasn't a
problem to Ibbetson, who has seen tremen
dous strides forward in morale , participa
tion, and a more interactive student body. "
Being a commuter campus, (C.S.U.S.B.) we
wanted to build a better base - more than just
sororities and fraternities to attract new stu
dents." cites Ibbetson. "Building up Recre
ation Sports from a pay-to-play program ran
by one undergraduate student, to the status it
is at now, will help draw participation from
students, increase student-life and have a
more diverse interactive student body."
Ibbetson adds. Building up a base to attract
non-local students to attend C.S.U.S.B. was
also on the minds of other referendum advo
cates.
Ibbetson concludes that "the referendum
isn't about Athletics, it's about student life
and building tradition." Tradition that will
carry on for years to come while giving a
name to Cal State San Bernardino, and cam
pus-wide pride.
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Events from Wednesday, May 31 to Wednesday, June 7,1995
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Wwlm'stlav. \\a\ X
DISCUSSIONtIS EVERY
THING BLACK & WHITE?"Abortion: Should The Man Have
a Say So?" MCC,3p.m.
PRIDE NIGHT COFFEE
HOUSE. A celebration of Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual culture.
WR&ARC, 7 p.m. -10 p.m.
SENIOR MUSIC RECITAL:
Laila Baitgalvis, piano. RECIT,
8:15 pjn. Free

ADMlN=Administrathn BIdg.
ARENA=CoussouUs Arena
ARTGALL=Art Gallery
BIO=Biologlcal Science
CA=CREATIVE ARTS
RECIT=Recital Hall
THEATER=University
Theater
FtSC=Fi3callni Field
(Highland Av. & Harrison St.)
FtELD=Softball Field
HP=Health & Physical Educalion
HOUSE. MCC and
WR&ARC, begins at 11 a.m.

OPEN
Thursfl.1%. .luiii 1 i;
END OF THE WORLD
PARTY- SUEC, 10 a.m. and
throughout the day. Free
END OF THE WORLD CON
CERT featuring Sublime, Ziggens,
Persona Non Grata, and the
Skeletones. SUEC,Doors open at
7 p.m. Party until 12 Midnight. $6
CSUSB Students, $8 General Ad
mission.
STUDENT RECOGNITION &

JB=Jack Brown Hall
LOWER COMMONS
EUC=Eucalyptus Room
PANO=Panorama Room
PINE=Pine Room
SYC=Sycamore Room
PE=Physical Education (Old
Gym)
PFAUsPfau Library
PHYS=Phy8lcal Science
SIERRA=Sierra Hall
STUDENT UNION
COURTsCourtyard

D. Tamara Harsh, director.
RECIT, 3 p.m. $3 CSUSB Stu
dents, $5 General Admission.

MUSIC MAJOR RECITAL.
RECITy 12 Noon. Free.
Finals Survival Packsdistributed.

MCC
SENIOR
MUSIC
Jt£.CTtAL:ChrisNorthrup, trum
pet. RECIT, 8:15 p.m. Free.
Siiiiflov.Jiint 4
CONCERT: CSUSB CONCERT
CHOIR-y.S. Bach:Magnificatin

CULTURAL THEME WEEK:
"Images of the Philippines" MCC

STUDENT LOAN WORK
SHOP. SUEC,-B&C, 9 a.m.

GAMsGame Room
MCC=Multicultural Center
SEN=Senate Chambers
SUEC-(A,B,C)=Events Center
WR&ARC=Women'a Re
source & Adult Re-Entry Center
TC=Temporary Classrooms
TO=Temporary Offices
UHsUniversity Hall
CAREER=Career Develop
ment Center (UH-324)
SSD=Servlces to Students
with Disabilities (UH-23S)

WORKSHOP:7oA Search With
Results with Paul Esposito, Jr.
Coordinator, Placement Services,
CAREER Development Center.
CAREER, 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
HISPANIC GRADUATE RE
CEPTION. Sponsored by Asso
ciation of Latino Faculty. SUEC,
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
VfdiK'sd.iv. Iiiiu'"

CONCERT:FULL FATHOM
FIVE WOODWIND QUINTET.
RECIT, 8:15 p.m. $3 CSUSB Stu
dents, $5 General Admission.
LECTURE: ProfesscffGies Speaks
on Spain. Sponsored by Phi Kappa
Phi

ART EXHIBIT:CAw Peacock.
SUEC, 11 a.m.
CONCERT:CSUSB SYM
PHONIC BAND. Giannini:
Symphony No. 3. Luis Gonzales,
director. RECIT, 8:15 p.m. $3

WORKSHOP:WorW/igWith Gay
& Lesbian Co-Workers & Clients
with Craig Henderson, PSYChological Counseling Center. CA
REER, 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Free
to students and CSUSB Alumni
Assn. members.

WIMIMIKLV MWIMMTB MT CBSJJBIB
m.

ers* meeting,
ori N \IK M.XKKI-I. COfKr.
a.m.-6 p.m..

< Wirt
i UfSADI
I OK
CHRIST. 'TolTee Talk" discussion
group FL'C, 6:l5p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Mini b . S H l » \ .
"vr.'.l li\ t." >i:i
pus Cfusafle for Cljiist. SEN, I pjn. - i I HINCIi lAlO.]; C L l I W / M : 12
3 p.m.

\ IM I NA.Mi:sK
I AM.I-.At.l
Cly/VSS. SiX)usoredby Vietnamese Slii*
dful Assii. PS-207, 6 p.m. Free.

I IKCI V K I N i r . K N M l O N M .

A i p c s i MiM>Kr o K o i r . n r Ul 1 Kl.Vt Ms-, i rt
It/fiV.lW
6 p.m. - 7 pm.

' SEN, 6 p.m.

i , \ \ , I.F^MIAN & MI.SI \ I . A L
f S i O N . VV/M \EC t. • I • •: ..fi
.AFKICAN-AMKKICAN M E N ' S
M irOKIC.K<»Ll'..Urr -pi: ft
W U l C A N - A M 1. M I (• A N
W O M T N S 1 MMOWI-KMESI
r . k o i r . H / f . o i w c . ' P !i • • p n

MIMir I.M k.
>!» 'I.'':;.: *.it
Trinmpb. I'l.NE, 12 Noon.
I M I KN.MU)N.\I, s i l . l » l - M S
ASSN. Regular mcotirig. UH-252, 4
p,m. • 5 p.m.
SPAMSM TAIU r CI 1 M. .S'/i.V. 12

Ill^I'AMC WOMKSN I.MlMtVHKMIM I.KOI
if
VV/fdU/fC.3p.m.-4pun,

MONDW
ADVFJmiRE gaming GUILD, j
Al PIIA ])! M A PI sOKOkl l Y.
IC-Ofti, 7 p.m.

ALAN0N:U STEPS AND TRA- .

\LPII \ I'M SOKOKIIY. /•I-'C, 6
p.m.
PI KAPPA \I.PMA I K \ I KRM l\.

ri\r

T .MP

SIGMA CHI FIGXTERNITY. TCOOT, 7 p.m.
.SIGMA G\MM\ PHI H< \ lERNin. 7G..M.7 p n

NON-TRADITIONALSTUDENT '
PROJECT, WKAARC, 5 p.m. < 6

VIETNAMI-USE LANGUAGE
Miiii.i Nvvm \ it:i-i.owsmii'. SM .MA Nf I- R M k RM r\.lC-lU5
Sponsored by Inland Bible Study Fcl- ; 7 p.m.
|Stoien||^
lowship. £f/C. 7:30 p.m.
.SU.MA PHI I P.SII.()N /Cf r.. ^p:ii
M l L i l - M l . s l C. ^ 1 Rir-^.l-..ni!ii..:
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
IVH-knmio.SAI *.i i M-MOMI I
live1)ands.S|x>nsored by M ulticultural
CROUP.
WRdARC, 3 p.m.
r i - A r C n J TAU KAPPA I I M I ON bRA IKRCemw. COU/rr, 12 Noon.
I S F I RNATIONAL S I U D E N ' J S T N i n r>
M I Y . Slf. 6 p : .
Produced by
ASSN. Regular mecting.C/fir-25J, 4 ; floor), 4 p,au - 6 pjn.
Anthony Bruce Gilpin
M'AMMI l Mil I CI I'M.
V : i ; p.iiu-5p.ro<
lor the
iurL-12Noon.
. s J N t . l l I ' A K I . M S S f l T O R r / M A l A l AI PHAI R A I I KMTY.
n-iit'6
7pi!
Mini r. LM.K. Wcckl\ i:u-{'iing i«1 GRflCr. \\K\.\Kt\! <0,..II. - .2 to
'im^gimriOR, Ink.'
S'lUDhVr M RSLS ASSN O'lc- Triumph. PlNE, 12 Noon.
p.m.
U O M I N ' S K \ i r i ) V \ l K M ! N1
CKOl'M. H'A'AlAV.. 'pm 4 in

To place your campus event, club or fraternity/sorority meeting in the Calendar, send your information to CALENDAR, do The Coyote Chronicle^
University Hall 201.09, or leave voice mail at (909) 880-5931, or e-mail to agilpin@acme.csusb.ediL Calendar announcements are FREE.
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Baca Assures Faculty of Support |t's the AbSOlUtO End!!!!
By Audra D. Alexander

Edtonn-Chief

Assemblyman Joe Baca
met with local CFA members Friday, May
26, to discuss the problems and progress
affecting the budget of the California State
University System. Baca began by stating
that the Assembly Budget Sub-Commitee
passed the proposed budget submitted by
the CFA. Baca also stated that the CSU
budget will go before the full committee on
Wednesday, May 31, to be ^proved. "Hje
problem lies," sa^s Baca, "in that the budget
may be approved, but there won't be any
funds to cover the expenditures."
Baca reminded faculty and staff to
write letters to their political representatives.
"The Assembly will soon begin tomeet with
Pete Wilson, in order to counteract his
proposed fee hikes. We need everyone's
su{^rt. The California State University is
being underfundedby around $18 million or
more.
Baca addressed facts regarding the
$alary of correctional officers in relation to
a tenured professor in the CSU system. One
of Baca's sons is a cwrectional officer, but
Baca still agrees that, "we do need to cut
prisons. But there are a lot of programs that
still^eserve funding."
Faculty present introduced the
problem of the increasing numbers of

graduating high school senior. Bacastressed
the importance of providing a fair priced
education to those who expect and deserve
it. "After all, those people are the ones who
end up creating the funds necessarry to
society." stated Baca.
Baca cheered the meeting on by
saying, "We're going to be fighting for you,
because we care about higher education.
Begin to lobby your Legislators—it doesn't
matter who they are, just begin to lobby
them."
During graduation day ceremonies
onCSUcampuses across the ^tate, professors
will demonstrate their ccmcem foe the future
of higher education. In addition to the
traditional robes and mortarboards, the
professors will wear purple ribbons to display
their concern about the drastic decline in
higher education support, spearheading a
campaign entitled, "Operation Ribbon".
Preceding the commencement exercises,
family and friends of CSU graduates will be
handed a letter signed by the Presidentof the
California Faculty Association (CFA), Terry
Jones.
Ribbons will be given to anyone
who desires them, and those interested in
participating in the Operation Ribbon
Campiagn may contact Dr. Susan
Meisenhelder at 880-5841.

Sublime, one of Southern
California's best-known alternative rcxrk
bands, will headline the "End of the World"
concert on Thursday, June 1 at Cal State,
San Bernardino.
Since the trio formed in 1988, its
popular undergroundhit"40oz. toFreedom"
was released on Skunk Records three years
ago, and has topped 7,5000 sold. Sublime's
new release, "Robbin the Hood," sold more
than 2,000 copies in two weeks.
The Orange County group has
worked with The Melvins. The Vandals, HR
of Bad Brains and Eek-a-Mouse. Once
considered a "below average... backyard
beer buddies" band. Sublime has become a
group with a young and growing cult
following. One of the band's most recent
shows was before several thousand at Cal
State, IDominguez Hills.
Other groups playing at the party
include The Ziggens, Bend, Ingrid's Ball,
Stillwater Black, Dirtbags, The Skeletones
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News Services contributed to this article.

Janine Brauer was practicing
multicultural education long befc^ it ever
became fashionable, but the San Jacinto
lesidenthasnever said she wasn'twilling to
learn more.
A^State, SanBemardinostudent
working on her administrative service
credential,Brauerisoneof only 100 students
selected nationwide to attend the
Multicultural Education in America
Academic seminar being held in
Washington, D.C.
The May 15-26 program gave
studentleadersachwce to meet with national
policymakers, discuss ideas, go on
educational tours and attend workshops and
briefings.
An assistant principal at March
Mountain High School in Moreno Valley,
Brauer has been in education for 20 years.
For the past four, she has worked directly
with teachers at reducing stereotypes in
schools.
Sherecalls for example, one student
who was dressed in black Levis, a black
denim jacketandacowboy hat, telling her as

she walked by him on campus that she often
hello to other students, but never to him.
Cowboy hats and black denim
jackets are not "what is traditionally (worn)
on campus," says Brauer, who apologized
to the student for her oversight. "What if he
felt I didn' t say something because he thought
I was prejudiced?"
Brauer does not believe the sharp
focus cm multicultural education in recent
years is hurting overall education. "Some
people feel you have to give up something to
get something." But nothing in the
curriculum is being replaced,she explained,
adding that multicultural education is not a
lesson you teach as much as it is an attitude
you model.
Brauer was sponsored for the
academic seminar Gal State associate
px)fessor of educational administration. Dr.
Cheryl Fischer, who, for Brauer, was an
unqualified inspiriation.
"She is second on my list of
{xofessors I will never forget," Brauer says.
Phillip Morris Com-panies, Inc.,
one of the sponsors of theseminar, has given
full scholorships to Brauer and the 99 other
students. Multicultural Education in
America has been in exixtencefor 20 yeara.

$19.95
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Student Gains Scholarship For Seminar
From News Services

and Persona Non Grata.
Static Radio, CSUSB's own radio
station, will begin broadcasting at 11 a.m.
CD's, T-shirts, movie passes, and other items
will begiven away. According to Jon Lyons,
program directOT for Static Radio, "If you
can think of it, it's probably free.
Sponsored by INTERCORE
Works, AssociatedStudentProductions,and
the Student Union Program Board, tickets
are $6 for Cal State students and $8 for
general admission. Tickets can be bought
through the ASl Box Office, or the following
record stores: Groove Time (884-0197);
AMC Records (885-5180); Rhino Records
(626-7774);Mad Platter (351-6910). And in
Orange County at: Bionic Records' stores in
Huntington, Fullerton, and Cypress.
Concertgoers must be 18-years-old and up.
The "End of the World" show runs from 12
noon until 10 p.m. in the Student Union
Events Center. For more information,
contact 880-5943 or 426-4616.
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Concern over termination
of CSUSB"Quiet Lounge"

about4to8hoursaweek. Theywanttomake
To the Editor:
the very convenient location where students
There is a special place in the middle of
can now go to study into offices for the
our campus, in our Student Union. It is a
sunny room on the second floor of the Stu occasional use of ASI repesentatiyes.
The president of the Student Union Boaid
dent Union [complex], all by itself. You can
of Directors believes the Study Lounge is
get there by walking through the large TV
room next to the ASI offices, and up the underutilized, and that the space would be
stairs, or by going through the pub cm the used more effectively as ASI offices. The
second floor and across the open bridge to the president of the Student Union Board and at
least 3 members of the space committee for
area just above the ASI offices.
ThisstudyareaistheQuietLounge. There the SludentUnion are members of ASI. ASI
representatives, other than the officers, share
is a long table there, and comfortable chairs
and tables. There is a pleasant view through offices just as other students do in clubs or
the window. Snacks and drinks can be taken
A survey will be passed out around May
there while you study. Everyone respects the
30 at the Student Union. If you feel the Quiet
quiet. Sometimes the TV downstairs be
Lounge is an appropriate use of the sunny
comes too loud oramusical celebration down
room above the ASI offices, please let the
stairs distracts you from studying. Then the
StudentUnionBoardofDirectorsknow. Just
Dear Editor,
library is preferable. But you can't take food
Dear Editor:
I
am
an
associate
professor
on
this
cmbecause we aren't there studying constantly,
I've been following the ongoing debate
into the library, and study groups gather in
pus,
an
historian,
a
woman,
and
a
Christian;
or because the room does not have lOormore
about the new "Queer Coyote" coluimi with
areas where students are trying to study indi
I
am
also
a
friend
to
many
gay
men
and
[people] in it does not mean it isn't valued by
some interest and wish to add my voice now
lesbian women in my church denormatioii- vidually.
that both Mr. Christensen and Mr. Smith
Since many of us at Cal State commute, those who need it for an hour between classes.
-yes, 1 said in my church! I am writing this
have asked for "equal representation" in the
we have to seek out study places on campus Preparing for classes and going to classes is
letter
to
the
editor
because
I
cannot
idly
sit
by
the most important thing we are doing at this
form of a column devoted toChristian issues.
between classes. The quiet lounge usually is
and allow only one segment of the Christian
I, too, would welcome such a column in
special place for us, when there is a need to institution.
population to represent all Christians in their
It is appropriate for there to be a place to
addition to the one devoted to Lesbian/Bi
retreat from our friends, and hit those books.
attitude toward homosexuality. I also detest
prepare
for class in our Student Union. Do
sexual/Gay issues, but only if it covered all
It is very aj^ropriate that our Student Union
the
opposite
extreme
that
autoimtically
judges
not
let
ASI
turn this area into offices for their
the Christian points of view and not just those
provides such a wonderful place for us, as
an entire religious community by the ex
own use. If you have a chance to fill out a
of the most conservative.
well as places where we can meet for conver
survey, let the Student Union know we need
I, too, am a Christian who takes great cesses and narrow-mindedness of one seg sation and partying with our friends.
ment.
comfort in my faith. I am also a Lesbian. On
The Associated Students Incorporated, thatspaceforquietstudytime! Ifyouhaven t
Too many non-Christians assume that
a college campus, I would think that one s
which represents all of the students, has 7 tried it, I invite you to visit it this week. And
Christians agree with the "Christian Right .
sexual orientation and one's beliefs about
offices and a reception area just below the bring along that cup of coffee or coke or bag
the contrary, many Christians embrace
religion and spirituality would not be reasons To
quiet lounge. They also have individual of chips. Just honor the quiet rule and find
their homosexual sisters and brothers be
some peace with your books in a special
for attack, but rather would be honored by all
offices near the fueplace lounge in the front
cause
they
know
that
the
Christian
God
is
not
of us. However, that has not proved to be my
of the Student Union [complex]. They feel place that may not be available to us much
contained in words but transcends the limits
longer.
experience. In fact, I have found that I am
of past and present cultural mores exp^essed they do not have enough room. Various
Judi Wood
treated generally with much more kindness
officers of ASI need to keep office hours for
in
Christian
writings.
and respfect by people to whom I mention my
A thinking Christian who knows any
faith. In other words, on this campus, it has
thing
about history realizes thatscripture was
been easier to be an "out" Lesbian than it has
the
product
of the Christian community, and
been to be an "out" Christian.
that
there
was
never a claim for literal truth in
Now why might that be so? In my opin
biblical
writing
by early Christians. (Many
ion, a few Christians have given the rest of us
"scriptural
writings"
that were accepted in
abadname. Yes, some Christians are bigots,
the
fust
two
centuries
never
even made it into
hate-mongers, terrorists, and gay bashers.
the
New
Testament;
how
can
they be literally
So, what's new? Among the people most
uue
one
day
and
unacceptable
the next?)
(^nly opposed to Martin Luther King s de
This
kind
of
ignorance
is
what
perpetu
termined crusade to register B lack voters and
ates
hatred.
Read a few lines before Leviticus
advance Black people's Consdtutional rights
in the fifties and sixties were white ministers 20:13, where it states that adulterers should
who preached in favor of segregation using be put to death. Do we kill people today for
the Bible to support and defend their bigou^. committing adultery? Of course not, and I
Today, some Christians are using thesame don't think even the most conservative of the
tactics to deny Constitutional rights to Gays Christian Right would agree to that; so the
and Lesbians, immigrants, and the pOOT. But Christian conservatives don't really take the
please know that not all Christians ai-e bigots. Bible literally, do they? What they do is use
Some of us truly believe that we should scripture to support their own prejudices be
emulate Christ and not the Pharisees who cause they fail to sunggle with the hard issues
persecuted Him. Some of us are intelligent of maturing faith.
If a Christian column is begun, I hope this
Gay Christians who understand the Bible as
is
the
first article in it! As for me and my
well as Mr. Smith or Mr. Christensen and
who know better than to quote out of context house, we will read the Queer Coyote col
Leviticus or Romans or any of those other umn.
Dr. Cheryl Riggs,
passages used to "clobber" folks.
77» CSUSB Ouitl Lounge, heated on the eeeond lloorotihe new edlbon of the student union
Associate
Professor of History
So I would like very much to see a "Chris
complex.
tian Issues" column if it would be a fair and
balanced look at Christianity. Run it right
TO VOICE YOUR OPINION ON THE TERMINATION OF THE
next to the "Queer Coyote," and let's talk!,
QUIET LOUNGE, CONTACT JAMES LA/ AT A.S.I., 880-5932
Dian J. Pizurie
from
anti-Semitism
to
xenophobia.
Dear Editor,
The best sermon I ever heard came from
I am familiar with the combination of
aCatholic
priest who said the most important Correction: In the May 17 issue, a typographical error occured.
arrogance and condescension underneath the
"sadness" and "compassion" Clark Smith Bible story to read is the Temptation of
feels for the homosexual. I am also familiar Christ. It demonstrates, he said, that even the In the letter written by Clark Smith, the word "cross" was
with the scripture he quotes to defend his devil can quote scripture for his own pur printed as "crass," The Coyote Chronicle regrets the error.
position. Growing up in the Bible Belt, I poses.
Janis Taylor, Program Assistant
beard scripture used to justify everything

Clnironi
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"Queer Coyote" Column
Finds Favor on Campus
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Circle K Club Helps CSUSB Campus and Each Other
By Victoria Besocfin
Copy Editor

Junior Rami Fodda receives 100
telepbone messages a week from
pastacquaintances. Hedoesn'tseem
to mind.
With a full university schedule
and a part-time job in the Student
Union, the biology major probably
doesn't have time to return hiscalls.
He does need to be updated on
Kiwanis eventsall over the Califor
nia, Nevada, and Hawaii district.
He recently was named Publica
tions Editor of the district that he
has been a part of for three years.
Sunburst is a monthly newspa
per for the college level members of
Circle K. Fodda must interact with
the adult Kiwanis chapters as well
to exchange news with the adult
ch^ters. He also is responsible for
the executive board newsletter, he
handles two committees, and he
votes on all flnancial issues, as one
of four executive officers.
. Biology major Ron White was
nahied Govemw and his responsi
bilities are to administer informa
tion and ideas to all service clubs,
trains volunteers for national and
international conventions, and
works'on the international Circle K
board. He has been a member for
four years of Circle K at Cal State.
The chapter recruits members
year-round. Most of the members
have walked into the weekly
Wednesday night meetings by a re
ferral from a friend.
"When I first joined Circle K, I
thought, '"Cool,1get to do commu
nity service."* "Then, I realized that
there are nice pec^le here in the

ft >

...

club, who will not prejudge you,
v'ho will not lake youat face value,"
said Fodda.
Hie club members respea each
others' schedulesandthebestmembers seem to be the busiest ones.
The factor that CSUSB is a com
muter campus has not affected
' Circle K that much.
"Our members have the desire
to do thisand our Most active mem
bers are very busy," White said.
This years' international con
vention is in Phoenix and White has
been involved in planning. He says
every member is invited if they
have put time into the community.
The district and international
conventions are ways to network
and make friends from all walks of
life all over the wwld and celebrate
volunteer efftMis.
There are 700 paid students and
about 700 unpaid students in the
district. District dues are $21 a year
and $4 for clubfees. The member
ship dues are reduced to $10.50
toward the end of the year.
"A lot of people think that is too
much money, which I think is inter
esting because it is not just an orga
nization that you're a part of for
community service," Fodda argues,
"It gives you the ability to interact
with Kiwanians and Kiwanians are
professionals in the community and
are incredible potential connections
for your career and future."
Networking isn't the only posi
tive aspect of Circle K International.
Community hours are also reward
ing for the members. The latest
project is working with Option
House, ashelterfor battered women
and children. White said the club

tries to help the shelter in any way
possible.
According to White, 'There are
2 toBOOhundredhomeless children
in San Bemardinoeveryday. These
kids don't go to school."
About 20 students, dedication,
and commitmenthave drawn aplace
on the globe for Cal State San Ber
nardino because of the internation
ally known Circle K Club. Student
Life named the San Bernardino
Kiwanis sponsored club "Organi
zation of the Year " last year for
contributing over 10,000 hours on
the campus and in the community.
"The staff and university ad
ministration, ASI, iuid faculty mem
bers call on Circle K to assist them
at times for career centerevents and
faculty projects," Q said member
Rami Fodda.
They also sponsor dances,
present awards to active clubs, and
build a float for the Rose Parade
every year. Some of the CSUSB
Circle K members camped out to
gether overnight and rode the float.
Circle K has received congres
sional recognition recently and a
plaque for community service from
Ontario. Their endeavors in the San
Bernardino area are sponsored and
supported by judicial and city ad
ministration, the animal control fa
cility, and the chief of police in
Redlands and San Bernardino.
The club stays active in thesum
mer and plans to work with Califor
nia colleges including U.C. Irvine,
U.C.L.A., University of Redlands,
U.C. Riverside, and U.C. Berkeley.
They will also work with area
Kiwanis clubs and high school Key
Clubs to participate in a workshop

in Hawaii.
"The reason I enjoy doing this is
you gotta truly enjoy working with
the community. (We are) making a
positivedifference in peoples' lives.
And we can truly make a difference
by really caring right now. I really
believe that," said White, "I get to
work with so many people who

really care about making a differ
ence."
"It is one of the best organiza
tions to gel involved in. You doalot
of traveling and it is not as expen
sive as it sounds," said Fodda.
The club's annual budget is
$15,000 and the money goes
towardjbonventions and projects.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR GRADUATES ONLY
From left to right: Ron White. District Governor, Natelie Sanchez, San Bernardino
Kwanis Representative, Rami Fodda, DistrictPublicationsEcStor.Dr. David Maynard,
CSUSB Chemistry professor and Faculty Advisor.
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Economic Market Trends

%

(MaylZ, 1995 through May 26,1995)

Dow Jones Industrials

30-Year Treasury Bonds
May 12 Close: 6.99%
May 26 Close: 6.75%
Overall Trend: DOWN 0.24%

May 12 Close: 4,430.56
May 26 Close: 4,369.00
Overall Trend: DOWN 61.56

Dollar fin Yenl

Gold

,

May 12 Close: $383.50
May 26 Close: $386.50
Overall Trend: UP $3.00

May 12 Close: 86.70
May 26 Close: 82.65
Overall Trend: DOWN 4.05

Unemployment
National: 5.6% in April (Revised, UP from 5.5% in March)
State; 7.8% in April (Revised, UP from 7.6% in March)
Inland Empire: 8.5% in April (Revised, UP from 7.6% in March)

It's Graduation Time—Can You Find Yourself a Job?
By Brian Lees
Managing Editor

The end of another academic year is just
around the comer here at CSUSB, and for
seniors, this means graduation and moving
on (hopefully) to bigger and better things.
The main concern for those graduating must
be the job market. Now is the time for them
to fmd out when and where their hard work
will pay off in the outside world.
In the wake of Califonia's worst reces
sion since the (jreat Depression, college
graduates are still facing a very sofL tight
job market In keeping with ^ese times,
let's take a look at the current graduation
trends in the CSU system and the recent
trends in the job market thatfaced last year's
class (and may very face this year's as well).
THK CSU SYSTFM. AN ANALYSIS
According to the 1995 Facts about the
California State University pamphlet the
entire CSU system has an enrollment of
319,368 students, conferred 68,073 degrees,
and isslated for a totalbudget of just over $2
billion (including almost $200 million in
student fees).
Of the students enrolled, 258,960 were
imdergraduates (53.5% female and 46.5%
male). Of the degrees conferred, 55,358
were Bachelor's degrees.
The most popular degrees systemwide
were Business and Management (23.5% of
all enrolled undergraduate students). Social
Science (10.4%), Interdisciplinary Studies
(9.9%), Psychology (7.2%), and Engineer
ing (6.5%).
The CSU employs 33,859 people, 16,531
of whom are considered faculty. Of the
faculty, 10,766 are full time (69.7% male
and 34.9% female).
There are currently 20 universities in the
system (a 21st campus at Monterey Bay is
scheduled to open next year). San Diego
State has the highest enrollment (28,372),
followed by San Jose State (26,299), Long
Beach State (26,277), San Franciso State
(26,260), CSU Northridge (24,310), CSU
Sacramento (22,726), and CSU Fullerton
(22,097). As a result of their enrollment
size, each of these campuses receives the
most money in budgeting—each well in ex
cess of $100 million.
CSUSB is among the smallest of the the
CSU campuses in enroUmenL and thus, in
budget as well. According to the 1995
CSUSB Statistical Factbook, our enroll
ment is presently at 11,007, followed in

descending order by CSU Dominguez Hills
(9,744), Humboldt State (7,049), Sonoma
State (6,611), CSU Stanislaus (5,877), CSU
Bakers^ld (5,086), and CSU San Marcos
(2,736). bur budget was $70,277,252 for
this year. CSU San Marcos had the lowest
budget at $26,491,388.
Af^roximately $598 million in finacial
aid was distributed to 124,300students(39%
of the total CSU student population) in wder
to help combat student fees that have risen
over 100% from the1990-91 academicyear.
The average award was $4,814.
Systemwide graduation rates vary widely
from campus to campus. The rate that
students graduate (within 5 years) from the
system as a whole is 24.7% according to a
study done by the CSU system based on the
students who enrolled in the fall of 1988 and
wereexpected to graduate by 1993.
The CSU persistence rate, which is a
combination of the graduation rate and the
continuation rate (students still continuing
with their education after 5 years time) is
52.4% systemwide.
Chico State has the highest graduation
rate at41.8% and persistence rate at 63.9%,
followed by FresnoState (32.9% and 57.7%
respectively), Sonoma State (31.7% and
52.5% respectively), and Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo (31.3% and 62.2% respectively).
CSU Stanislaus has the lowest continuation
rate at 19.5%, and Dominguez Hills has the
lowest graduation rate at 11.6% and persis
tence rate at 35.5%.
CSUSB, by comparison, has the second
lowest continuation rate (20.2%), the sixth
lowest graduation rate (22.3%), and the third
lowest persistence rate (42.5%). Reasons
often cited for these statistics are the inces
santly rising fees, shrinking class selec
tions, over-crowded classes, and lack of
overall support from theuniversity or home.
rsnSR: AN ANALYSIS
CSUSBconfened2,449degreesin 1994,
the highest number the university has ever
awarded, an increase of 8% from last year
and 32.7% from the class of 1990. Of those
conferred, 1,926 went to undergraduate stu
dents. Graduate degrees awarded actually
showed a decline from 543 last year to 523
this year.
The academic year began at CSUSB
began with 11,864 students in the fall,
dropped to 11,416 in the winter, and now
stands at 11,007 in thespring (the lowest our
enrollment has been since the spring of
1990).
. .

CSUSB's enrollment peaked at 12,561 enrollment of32.5% to a current enrollment
in the fall of 1991 and has never been higher of 54. John Craig, Chair of the Chemistry
(contrary to popular opinion). The highest Department said that this trend "could be
annual average of enrollment was 12,018 due to soft job market for chemistry majors
for the 1991-92 academic year. Enrollment the past few years."
Craig believes that because "chemistry
has droj^d about 4.9% since its peak year.
Because of the decline in enrollment and is a field that has a lot of industrial employ
the creation of new fields of study, several ment and such employment is better in areas
majors have shown adecline in their popu where chemical companies do chemical
larity in both absolute numbers and percent things", the jobmarket may not be toobright
ages. But other majors seem to have suf for graduates in the San BemardiiK) area
fered a great deal because of a soft job who are unwilling to rel(x:ate.
Presently, the most popularmajoris Lib
market
Business Administration was (Mice the eral Studies, with many of these graduates
most popular maj(»^ on the campus. Its hoping to go into the teaching iM'ofession.
enrollment peaked at 1,472 in 1989-90. After Liberal Studies, which has 1,080 stu
There are currently 560 Business Adminis dents currently enrolled in the program, is
tration majors, down 62% from its peak and Psychology (708 students enrolled). Ac
counting (662), Business Administration
down 39.8% from last year.
* 'This is a nationwide trend," says Jack (560), Nursing (464), Biology (438), Crimi
McDonnell, associate dean of the newly nal Justice (342), and Marketing (316).
Majors posting significant gains in en
accredited School of Business and Public
rollment
include International Business (up
Administration, "and no one really knows
why this phenomena has (Kcurred. Is it the 18.9% from last year), Informaticfa Man
economy? Fewer jobs? Businesses that agement (up 207.1%), Management (up
don't require a degree in business and will 156.3%), Graphic Art Design (up 17.9%),
hire philosophy and other majors instead Social Work (18.5%), Social Sciences (up
because of their own training program? A 9.6%), Oiminal Justice (up 6.5%), Child
general case of students becoming disillu Development (up 45.9%), Anthropdogy
(upl6.7%). Nursing (up 8.7%), Health "Ser
sioned? No one really knows."
According to McDonnell, the program vices Administration (up 33.3%), Foods and
Nutrition (up 33.3%), and Biochemistry (up
at CSUSB certainly isn't to blame.
"Our program is very current and up-to- 61.1%).
date for what the marketplace is asking. Our
THF. TOB
RECENT
graduates must have go^ computer knowl
r.BAnS;
AN
ANALYSIS
edge. We have phenomenal facilities with
labs open 7 days a week, complete with Mac
Unfortunately, the CSUSB Career De
PC's and Iniemetcapabilities. In addition to
this we have just opened up technology and velopment Center has no statistics on the
markedng centers. Various guest speakers rate at which students fmd jobs upon gradu
have come and major local business leaders ation. An unidentified secretary at the cen
have evaluated our programs. And our ter said that "it wouldn't be logical to keep
faculty members are trained in the specific such records" with the limited resources
area in which they teach. For example, they have at their disposal. She does, how
certified public accountants teach the ac ever, estimate thatapproximately 30current
students use it on a regular basis. And,
counting classes, and so on."
Other majors showing significant de although it would seem to be relatively easy
creases in enrollment include Liberal Stud to keep track of how many alumni use the
ies (down 5.6% from last year). Psychology center because they have to pay a $25 fee to
(down 7%), Human Development (down do so 90 days after graduation, she said that
23%), Geography (down 38.6%), History the center had no idea of even bow many
(down 13.6%), Sociology (down 22.2%), alumni paid the fee.
The CDC faces an uncertain future. Ac
Economics (down 23%), Marketing (down
12.2%), English (down 12.4%), French cording to the secretary I spoke to, funding
(down 40.9%), Spanish (down 27.3%), Phi for the center from the state and the Founda
losophy (down 27.8%),andlndustrialTech- tion has been cuL they are squeezing their
facility into a tighter space, and the books
nology (down 40.7%).
Aiiother major showing a decline since
See "Grads and Jobs"
its peak of80 enrolled students in 1990-91 is
cont'd on page 7
Qiemistry, which,has shown a decreased

Grads and Jobs (cont'd from page 6)
and materials in their library that
have not been stolen are being re
located in the Pfau Library.
Apparently, no other entity, ei
ther on campus or in the entire
CSUSB system, hasever done any
kind of study to find out if or when
graduates ever get jobs. It is ut
terly amazing that such a large,
bureaucratic system does so little
to evaluate itself and the "success"
of its job of providing certain ser
vices toits customers (the students)
in iMoviding them an education.
The search for answers, which in
cluded calls to the California
Pos tsecondary Education Commis
sion, American Council on Educa
tion, and National Center for Edu
cational Statistics, was met with
no success.
Hie search ended with the most
recent data available-reports on
the job market for the Class of '92
in scholarly journals nearly 11
months old found in the Pfau Li
brary. The results are that the job
market as a whole may be improving.'^but certain fields are strug
gling with continued lost jobs and
graduates flooding certain maricets.
According to a 1992 national
Current Population Survey, it still
pays to be a coUege graduate, as
the unemployment rate for those
with at least a bachelor's degree
earned $16,118 more on the aver
age than those with just a high
s^ool diploma, and faced a lower
unemploymentrate(3%) than those
without a college education (7%).
TTie problem is that these sta
tistics can besomewhat deceiving.
The unemployment rate for those
with acollege education has tripled
since the last recession in the early
'80s.
Furthermore, many graduates
are either underemployed, under
paid, or are working in jobs in
fields totally different from their
major that don't require a college
degree.
A 24-year-old college grad can
expect to make as little as $10,887
and an average of $20,739. In fact,
the bottom 10% ofall college grads
earned only $15,438, well below
the median for high school grads
($21,241).
In addition to this, approxi
mately 25%of those with a B.A. or
B.S. degree are in positions that do
not require a college degree. This
is especially true for business and
economics majors, many of whom
are finding employment as parttime bank tellers and door-to-door
salespeople.
The study also shows that ad
vanced degrees also pay off. Those
with master's degrees are less than
half as likely to be in positions that
do not require a college as those
withjustabachelor'sdegree. And
those with a doctorate or other
{X'ofessional degree face virtually
little or no chance of working in
non-college jobs or being unem
ployed.
Thus, it makes sense that the-

study would show that physicians,
lawyers, and dentists were the high
est paid occupations. On the low
end were clergy, social workers,
secretaries, bookkeepers, insurance
claims adjusters, and retail sales/
management.
One field that has taken a beat
ing from the lingering effects of
the most recent recession is chem
istry. According to a 1994 nation
wide annual study by the Ameri
can Chemical Society, the
unemployemnt rate for chemistry
majors was 2.7% last year, the
highest since 1973. Another 2.5%
were underemployed, 2.9% on
postdoctorals or fellowships, and
2% gave up seeking employment
totally.
The reasons fortius sudden soft
ening of the chemistry job market
stems from graduates flooding the
markets and industrial and corpo
rate downsizing thathas eliminated
20,000jobs. The best bet for those
in this field is to "get a Ph. D., be a
manager, and stay a while." The
average salary for those with a Ph.
D. in chemistry is $57,900, but
women are still victims of dis
crimination in a field where they
will earn 10% less on the average,
even for the same exact position
that their male counterparts may
hold.
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The Shattering of The American Dream?
Sotra;

Crophsfecrmtr,!bv: BrwnLees

(Percent of college grads employed in jobs not requiring college
degrees and unemployed by level of degree obtained)
Bachelor's
Unemployed

•Idobs not Requiring Degree

Master's

Ph. D. & Professional

10%

1%

(Percent of Bachelor's degree holders in jobs not requiring
college degrees and unemployed by age group)

i
20-24

Unemployed

7%

25-29
The economy is still slumping
in many sectors and the potential
worker (specifically recent college
graduates looking for jobs) is bear
ing the brunt of it. The job market
36%
may get even tighter because of
recent trends showing the national
economy slowing down and our
local economy's recovery stalling
once again. A high-quality educa
tion at a CSU campus (which is
becoming more and more difficult
for the middle class to obtain at
these times) is no longer a guaran
tee of a better way of life or "up
ward mobility."
It is difficult to see where this
trend will take us, but the best
solution may lie in some major
changes in our nation's entire po
litical economic structure. With
no relief in sight for rapidly esca
lating student fees in the CSU and [
UC systems, and Republican Con
gressional leaders standing firm
against any raise in the minimum
wage, it will continue to be a
struggle for many students to get
the college education needed for a
better standard of living. We can
only hope that someday we will all
be wise enough to put the student
first
Until then, good luck to the
*F4re$ «eescJi VV9/from LosAngdes basedon nxndlijp
puidiase. Keslnctnns apply and taxes are not inducted.
Class of '95 in your job searches
Call for other MxtidMde desanaOcxis.
and don't lose hope in your quest,
(jood jobsare still hard to find, but
Street, Oept.800, Suite 700
take refuge in thefact that you may 530 Bush
San Francisco, CA 94108
at least be one of the last of those
1-800-2-COUNCIL
lucky enough to receive a college
(1-800-226-8624)
education.
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pi^iiJobs not Requiring Degree

65+
4%

40-49

60-64

50-59

22%

25%
20%
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A.S.I. Offers Cheaper Alternative
to Expensive HMO Health Care
By Corina L Borsuk

^^oteChronide^Stafnfi^
The issue of affordable health care has
been a main topic of debate in stale and
national government over the last few years.
While the focus is usually on families. Asso
ciated Students, Inc. is helping students com
bat the increasing difficulty of finding af
fordable health care, by offering the "Student
Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan,"
through the Renaissance Insurance Agency.
Patrick Areffi A.S.I. Business Manager
feels, "[The Insurance] will serve students
well. It doesn't give unlimited benefits, but
for students it is a very good program."
Coverage under this plan costs students
$95 per quarter or $377 per year for the19941995 school year. This plan may be used as
primary medical coverage or to supplement
already existing coverage. CSUSB students
also have the option to purchase coverage for
their spouse and dependents under this plan,
though the cost increases $337 per quarter
with each dependent added.
The A.S.I, sponsored plan offers several
benefits including payment of 70% of the
cost of doctor visits, hospital care, surgery
and ambulance service aifter payment of a
$100 deductible. Unlike many health care
plans, these benefits apply to any doctor or
hospital. If, however, you visit one of the
plans Preferred Provider Organizations (PPG)
Renaissance will pay 90% of the bill after the
deductible. St. Bemardine's Hospital, Loma
Linda Hospital, and San Bernardino County
Hospital, are just a few of the facilities in
cluded in the PPG and a full list of participat
ing doctors and hospitals is available through
A.S.I.
The catch to this plan, and the reason for
the low cost, is that you must visit the Student
Health Center on campus and receive treat

r

ment there fu^st Renaissance will not reim
burse customers for any medical treatment
with out a referral from the Student Health
Center. The only exceptions to this rule are
during medical emergencies and care given
at a time when the Health Center was closed.
To be eligible for the "Student Accident
and Sickness Insurance Plan" you must be a
regularly enrolled student at CSUSB, carry
ing at least a seven unit class load. Insurance
may be purchased quarterly or annually, but
must be purchased during a quartewn which
you meet the above requirements. Gnce the
insurance has been purchased, either for the
quarter or the year, coverage will continue
through that time even if you drop out of
CSUSB or graduate early.
Pre-existing conditions are covered by
this plan. However, there is a six month
waiting period before such conditions will be
treated if you have not been covered by
medical insurance for more than thirty days
before the date this plan was purchased.
A Healthy Newborn Baby Benefit is also
included in the "Student Accident and Sick
ness Insurance Plan." This benefit will pay
up to $100 per day for a healthy newborn
baby's hospital stay, up to a $400 total.
Sophomore Tim Hunton commented, "It
sounds like a decent plan, but some of the
others are better."
Though still covered by her parents insur
ance, Angie Manuel said, "I'm sure [the
health plan] helps the people that need it."
Currently only 178 students are partici
pating in this program, but health care will
continue to be offered through A.S.I, despite
the low involvement. Medical coverage and
price are not fixed, however, and may change
by the 1995-1996 term. If you are interested
in learning more about this health insurance
plan, information is available in the A.S.I.
offices.

Hours:
lt:00AM-9:00PM
MON - SAT

DAILY
LUNCH SPECIAL
Except Sat.
TViAi PIACC
F I N E THAI-CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN - CARRY OUT

887-7644

1689 W. KENDALL DR. (BEHIND EL FOLLO LOCO)
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Diabetes Mellitus Affects 14 Million
By Yolanda Ruokis, M.D.
Special to The Coytote Chronicle

the diabetic is overweight, a doctor will nor
mally prescribe a diet toachieve the patient's
ideal body weight. In some cases, the dia
betic may not need to be on anti-diabetes
medications if ideal body weight can be
achieved and maintained. Weight loss helps
the body's insulin work more efficiently.
The most common symptoms of Diabetes
Mellitus are; thirst, frequent urination, hun
ger, weight loss, fatigue, changes in vision,
slowly healing cuts, and numbness or pain of
the toes and fingers. In some cases a patient
is diagnosed as having diabetes through rou
tine blood glucose tests, yet there were no
symptoms at all. These patients may have
had diabetes for an extensive time, causing
damage due to high blood sugars.
If untreated, the long-term effects of high
blood sugar levels can cause damage to the
body. Gne can lose vision, develop kidney
problems, nerve damage, blood vessel and
heart disease. If you experience any of the
symptoms mentioned above, an appointment
can be scheduled for testing by calling the
Health Center at 880-5241.

Diabetes Mellitus is a common known
disease in our society. It is estimated that
there are over 14 million diabetics in the U.S.
today.
The biological problem in diabetes lies
with insulin production by the pancreas. In
sulin is a vital hormone which allows glucose
(sugar), the body's source of energy, to be
us^ by the body's cells.
There are various types of diabetes. Type
1, or insulin dependent diabetes, usually ap
pears in childhood. Type 1 diabetics can
make very little or no insulin at all. Their
symptoms can appear very rapidly and be
very severe. These diabetics need insulin to
live and so they are called "insulin depen
dent".
Type 2 diabetes is more common than
type 1. Type 2 diabetes is usually seen in
mid-life and is a more stable, easily managed
condition. Unlike Type I, in Type 2diabetes
the body makes enough insulin, but (or vari
ous reasons the insulin does not function Yolanda Ruokis Is a Physician on the staff of
properly. Thus, Type 2 diabetics are called the Student Health Center. If you have any
"non-insulin dependent". Frequently they questions regarding diabetes, an appoint
can be controlled by a combination of exer ment can be scheduled by calling jthe SHC at
cise and diet under supervised conditions. If 860-5241

Attention
^Communication Studies MojorslII

The 4th annual
"Communication Dinner "
has been scheduled for
June 2, 1995
00 rB_

'useful numbers foryc^ health^
Psychological Counseling Center: 880-5040 (8 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Student Health Center: 880-5241 (call the center for its' hours)
Services to Students with Disabilities: 880-5238 (8 a.m. -5 p.m)
Campus Police: 880-5165 (24 hours)
Crisis/Suicide Intervention: 1-800-333-4444 (24 hours)
Mental Health: 1-800-877-7675 (24 hour helpline)
Riverside Help Line: 686-HELP (24 hours)
San Bernardino Crisis Hotline: 886-4889 (24 hours)
Campus Emergency: 880-5911 (24 hours)
J

$18.00 per person
Dinner and Dancing
Anyone wishing to attend may contact JoAnn
Delorey in UH 201.14, or 880-5815. Payment^ '
must be made by May 31,4:30 p.m.
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Omnitrans Testing Bicycle Racks
From News Services

Omnitrans is testing a way to
combine the use of bicycles and
transit through the addition of bi
cycle racks on buses.
Beginning with the trial phase,
the bike racks are now in operation
on Route 22 in Rialto. According
to Durand L. Rail, General Man
ager, "We are currently testing two
types of bicycle racks to determine
the safest and most convenient for
our commuters to use."
Located on the front of the buses,
the racks hold up to two bicycles at
a time. Following the test phase,
one rack will be selected fca- instal

lation on theentire Omnitrans fleet.
There's no extra cost for bringing
your bicycle along. Easy instruc
tions for loading and unloading
will be available on the bus, or by
phoning Omnitrans at 1 (800)9666428.
Today's emphasison fitness and
concern about a healthy environ
ment has encouraged the useof the
bicycle as a viable means of trans
portation for work, school, and rec
reation trips. When the Bike-NRide Program is completely in ef
fect, it will be available on all of
Omnitrans 37 fixed bus routes in
the San Bernardino Valley.

Graduate Named to Minority Leaders Program
From News Services

Marketing Resource Center Opens
From News Services

' A Marketing Resource and
Ldaming Facility is being estab
lished at CSUSB to assist students
in the study of packaging, retailing,
merchandising and advertising.
T\yo grand opening sessions,
which were open tothe public, were
held May 22 and May 23 in Jack H.
Brown Hall. Business representa
tives were mvited to tour the facil

ity, which will extend its resources
to local proprietors.
The center is made possible by
more than $13,000 in contributions
from several area businesses, in
cluding Stewart Holt Advertising
and TCI Cable Advertising in
Ontario, McMonigle & Spooner in
Monrovia, West Coast Packaging,
Co., Inc., in Santa Fe Springs, and
JC Penney in San Bernardino.

The center will "provide an en
vironment for students to learn how
companies conduct marketing ac
tivities," comments Dr. Victoria
Seitz, an assistant professor of mar
keting at Cal Slate. "Students also
will use the center's resources for
learning about advertising cam
paigns."
More information is available
from Seitz at 880-5753.

Alfreda Cenance, a CSUSB
graduate student, will be participat
ing in the 1995 Minority Leaders
Fellowship Program in Washing
ton, D.C., this summer.
A Fontana resident, Cenance
will be immersed in the two-month
experiential learning program that
will help her examine her role as a
leader of color in a multi-cultural
society, according to The Wash
ington Center, which is sponsoring
the event.
The academic jxogram, which

helps students earn college credit,
includes leadership and diversity
seminars, internships, Capitol Hill
meetings and portfolioev^uations,
among other topics.
Cenance is working currently
toward dual master's degrees in
psychology and social work at
CSUSB. She aims to attend law
school in order to teach women's
studies and social work classes from
a legal perspective.
The Washington Center has
been providing learning experiences
to promote the cultivation of future
leaders for public, private, and non
profit sectors since 1975.
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Surprise
IVhen you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin®.
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
mane ^^^^ConsutnerHealthcatf Isniftib
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PolyGram's Latest Full of Surprises
By Brian Lees
Managing Editor

The following are again categorical re
views of some more recent or upcoming
releases sent to The Coyote Chronicle by the
PolyGram Group Distribution company.
Af TFRNATIVE
I Am An Elastic Firecraclcer,Tripping Daisy
(Island label)
This quirky four piece band ffOTi Dallas,
Texas is actually delightful to listen to. Their
new album, / Am An Elastic Firecracker,
displays elements of classic punk, grunge,
and mellow '70s Southern rock.
The first 8 cuts on the album are excep
tional. ranging from the grunge of the open
ing track "Rocket Pop" to the trance-like
vocals reminiscent of classic Tom Petty on
"Motivation" and "Same Dress New Day."
1 particularly enjoyed the first single "I
Got a Girl" and the melodic "Piranha." Also
of interest is the fantastic guitar work on
"Trip Along" and the harmonic vocals on
"Raindrop," which resembles some Missing
Persons songs from a decade earlier.
The only weakness Tripping Daisy dis
plays is a loss of intensity cm the last 4 songs
on the album. Even the best of these songs,
the closing track "High," is a bit stale.
Tripping Daisy is obviously best when it
sticks to a moderate punk/hardSouthern rock
formula and avoids the slow stuff filled with
overused drug metaphors. Nevertheless, /
Am An Elastic Firecracker is a solid release
that is more than w(xth a listen.

"Die Hard" Probably Should Have
Hard" movies. What the movie lacks in plot
quality, it makes up for in thnlls like a race
through central park and Bruce Willis surfing
Bruce Willis returns to his role as John on top of a dump truck. Much of the humor
McClane in "Die Hard with a Vengeance." come from the conflict between the reckless
The film was directed by John McTieman McClane and Zeus, who just want to get
who directed the first "Die Hard" as well as through the day without getting killed.
It is nice for a change to see the Nazis as
such hits as "The Hunt for Red October" and
beingthevillainsinthismovie.
TheRussians
"The Last Action Hero."
Unlike the first "Die Hard" films, this one and the Middle Eastern terrorists have been
is not based on John McClane's unfortunate played out. Irons' portrayal
r-—v of the ruthless
habit of being at the wrong place at the wrong Simon is superb, keeping his accent ihroughmit the
thp.entire film.
out
film.
time. This time s«neone is
Strong
supporting perfor
out for revenge as the title
mances were turned in by
suggests. Jeremy Irons, who
Graham Greene, nominated
recently starred in "The
WITH A VENGEANCE
for an Academy Award for
House of Spirits" and was
his portrayal of Kicking Bird
Starring:
the voice of Scar in Disney's
in the film "Dances with
"The Lion King," plays
Bruce Willis
Wolves," and Colleen Camp
Simon, a diabolical Nazi
who siaired in the feature
Samuel
L.
Jackson
determined to causing
films
"Sliver"
and
McClane as much pain as
"Greedy."
possible by planting bombs
This film will not win an
around the city a making
award
for Best Picture, but
(Out
of
Four
Paws)
him solve riddles in order to
it is good fun entertainment.
diffuse them with the wder ^
It will not cause the audience to examine their
"Simon says..
Along the way, McClane teams up with social mores, but it will cause them to laugh
the unwilling Zeus Carver, played by Samuel andoccasionallysay,"Whoa!" SinceSimon s
L. Jackson best known for his critically ac favorite mode of killing is with a bomb, the
claimed performance in "PulpFiction." Zeus film has received some criticism for being
is an African-American male who has a prob released so soon since the Oklahoma City
lem with cops, thus creating a stage for end bombing. However, adults should have no
problem in determining the movie as fiction.
less jokes.
Bruce Willis is greaL again, as McClane, The key word here is "adults". If you have
but unfortunately for Willis it seems this is kids, get a sitter. If you can't get a sitter, wmt
the only role he can play with the exception until the movie comes out on video. "Die
Hard with a Vengeance" is a violent film with
of his role in "The Last Boy Scout."
Set in New York City, on a hellishly hot "adult" language and both of these are ele
day, the film is filled with fast paced action ments unsuitable for young audiences.
and slapstick wise-cracks typical of the 'T)ie -,. -..

By Darren Polin#
Coyota Chronicte Staff Writer

DIEHARD

Mirrors"), and Annie Lennox (Anna
Domino's "Here in My Heart").
It was difficult for me as a straight man to
relate to some of the issues in the songs.
Robert Scott's "Heaven in a Black Leather
Jacket" went out of its way to use medical
terms to describe sado-masochistic desires
involving the human excretory system.
Furthermore, the vague references to a
gay bar in Barbara Manning's "San Diego
Zoo," subtle sado-masochism in Dean
Wareham's "Falling Out of Love with You,"
and the line "I eat all chocolate fed to me" in
Georgia Hubley's "Movies in My Head"
were all lost on me at first.
Nevertheless, Wasps' Nests, is a very
impressive collection of 15 songs that
wouldn't normally be heard on the radio.

Y^nBl,pBFAT/HIP-HOP
MaxinquayCf Tricky (Island)
Tricky marries the concept of reggaestyle vocals (notorious for the obligato^
overused echo chambers) with the latest in
sampling technology and strong hip-hop
rhythms. The results are mixed at best
The album qiens with its two best tracks•"Overcome," complete with a sample of
Shakespear's Sister's "Moonchild" and char
acterized by calliope synths, and "Ponderosa," which contains a strong wooden beat
Unfortunately, from there Maxinquaye^
goes downhill. "Hell is Around the Comer*
is hell to listen to,as the incessantly annoying
sound of a crackling old record dominates.
Other lowlights include the rather stupid
"Brand New You're Retro," which features
the line"Bullets in the head" about 40 times
and duck quacking sounds, and "Strugglm',"
which gets lost in the monotonous repetition
of the sound of a gun being cocked.
Tricky is best when it sticks to experi
mentation with fresh rhythms and unique
samples like Smashing Pumpkins' "Suffer"
(usedforthetrack"Pumpkin'0. When Tricky
tries to deal superficially with "gangsta r^
issues and uses the same stagnant rap formu
las made popular by others, the result is
usually disastrous, as is most of this album.

AMFTTNT/NF.W AGE
Orbus Terrarum^ The Orb (Island)
Tbese"kings of ambient bouse"have com
piled 7 tracks of over 79 minutes of total
music with a sort of "earthy" feel to them.
Although I have never been a fan of the
Orb, I had always found their marriage of
New Age synths and industrial sounds to
strong dance rhythms somewhat appealing.
Unfortunately, in Orbus Terrarum, the
Orb take a turn more toward the ambient and
more away from the house influence. The
result is 79 minutes of rather uninteresting,
sleep-inducing instrumental music with fre
quent (and more than occasionally annoying)
interjections of echoing speech samples of
heavily-accented Britons.
Part of the problem is that the Orb take too
long to develop a concept in their composi
tions (many of which are 13 minutes long or
longer). The best ambient/New Age music
comes from talented musicians like Patrick
O'Keam and Ray Lynch, who vary themes,
rhythms, and sounds enough over shorter
time spans (usually 6 minutes or less) that
allow them to getaway with thisdreamy style
and pull it off with some degree of success.
Orbus Terrarum starts off slowly, but at
least fmishes strongly with the energeticcanputer sounds of "White River Junction," the
speech samples of "Occidental," and the au
ral landscapes of the final track "Slug-Dub.
Nevertheless, traditional Orb fans might
be alittle dis^pointed with OrbusTerrarum.

•yn«f
WAVK/ALTF.RNATIVE
Wasps* Neste, The 6ths (London)
What is unique about this album is that
many nf the performers are gay. Many of the
songs sound like something out of the mid80s new wave era. Siephin Merritt's,"Aging
Spinsters," features Peter Gabrielish rhythms
and Psychedelic Fursish vocals.
Other songs were reminiscent of
Fleetwood Mac (Ayako Akashiba's "Winter
in July"), Howard Jones (Mac McCaughan's
"Dream Hat"), Kirsty MacColl (Amelia
Fletcher's "Looking for Love in the Hall of

Magnosheent Owen Mars (Hollywood
Records)
Gwen Mars can be very deceiving. They
say that they have recorded 15 cuts, but they
all sound like one long 47 minute track under
the guise of an album called Magrtosheen.
In facL when the second track on the
album actually began, I could have sworn
that it was just a reprise of the first. It was
even in the same key with the same chords.
Although this is not always the case on
Magnosheen, it is what is all too often the
case on what is really a very cheap imitation
of Kurt Cobain's vocal style and the instru
mentation of a really bad Melvins song.
The best track on the album is probably
"Shrink," with its clean guitar during the
verse and hyper distortion during the chorus.
The title track, which features a shimmer
ing guitar, and "Rsher King," which makes
good use of some sizzling guitar solos at the
beginning of the song, are at least bearable.
Uie real downfall of Magnosheen, how
ever, is that the lyrics really suck. "Stuck to
the Sun" and "Rover" both make me want to
tell Gwen Mars to just crawl back to what
ever dog house they came from.
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Sleeper Proves to be More Than Just a Snoozer
By Brian Leea
Manas^g Editor
Although the golden days of
New Wave music ended long ago,
several British bands have been
making significant strides torevive
the New Wave era. With the New
Wave icons of the '80s buried in
oblivion (the exception being the
soiiy excuse calling itself Duran
Duran these days), bands like James,
AdcHable, Radiohead, and Oasis
have been putting Britain back on
the alternative/pop music map
again.
On of the up-and-coming Brit
ish bands that could set fire to the
New Waverevival is a quirky quar
tet fromManchester, England c^led
Sleeper.
The band is comprised of lead
singer and songwriter Louise
Wener, guitarist Jon Stewart, drum
mer Andy McClure, and Somalianbom bassist Kenadiid Osman.
;What sets Sleeper ^art from
many other bands is its attitude.
Contrary to the message on Wener's
tee-shirt in many of their publicity
photos. Sleeper is not just "another
female-fronted band."
Sleeper combines tasty, melodic
instrumentation with controversial
lyrics based on a "tell it Hke it is"
attimde. Wener deliberately defies
current politically correct conven
tions and ex[Messe$ her sexuality
and precise feelings about sexmuch
more explicitly than any pseudosexual marketing tool like Ma
donna.
As a result, Sleeper enjoyed in
stant success on die U.K. indie
(United Kingdom independent
iecc»-d labels) charts last year with
its singles "Alice in Vain," "Swal
low," and "Delicious." Critics on

Sleeper, Arista's latest United States release from the UK, launched their debut, "Smart".
both sides of the AUantic Ocean
began to take notice.
Sleeper signed on with Arista
Records to release a full-length
debut album entitled Smart (in
stores since late March), and it is
easy to say that it lives up to all of
its hype.
The album opens with the sear
ing new single "Inbetweener," a
song about Wener's suburban upIxlnging. Next are two sexually
explicit tracks, "Swallow" and "De
licious," (neither of which needs an
explanation), the latter containing
sado-masochistic overtones and the
intriguing lines, "We should both
go to bed/Till we make each odier

sore/We should both stay in bed/
Till we make each other roar."
Hie poignant "Hunch," an in
tricate song with aquiet verse, loud
chorus, and lyrics about wanting to
be normal, follows and sets up one
of the prettiest tracks cm the album:
an acoustic ballad featuring just a
delightfully quiet guitar (minus the
FX pedals present on almost every
other track) and Wener's clear vo
cals.
Other highlights include "Ve
gas," with its Hawaiian guitar sound
and bongo drums, "Twisted,"
which features distcvted vocals with
aunique diction and stylistic phras
ing, and the closing track

"Pyrotechnician," a romping fan
tasy that allows Wener to bum
luxury automobiles (Bentleys) and
people's fingers.
Despite all of the great songs on
this album, there are a few that
simply sound like throwaways.
"Lady Love Your Coimtryside" is
too dissonant and too intent on be
ing politically incorrect, thus fail
ing to make a point. "Poor Flying
Man" is just a stupid song with
stupidlyrics, while tte arrangement
makes Wener sound like a lounge
singer reject
Nevatheless, Smart is consis
tent and solid throughout, contain
ing some of the most pleasant-

sounding pop creations in music
tiiis year. Sleeper demcmstrates a
wide range of musical influences
that include Blondie, Belly, Blur,
the Cranberries, the Pixies, and
Madder Rose (just to name a few).
The most intriguing aspect of
the band's charisma, however, is
Wener's take on various matters in
life. In her lyrics and her inter
views, Wener takes delight in con
demning and slaying feminism to
the extent that she mercilessly harps
on the likes of Andrea Dwoik^,
Margaret Attwood, Naomi Wolfe,
PJ Harvey, and (jermaine Greer.
Instead, Wener prefers the likes of
Martin Amis, Katey Roife, and PJ
O'Rourke.
Even more intriguing are
Wener's reasons behind her thittking. Feminism, in her opinion, has
(x^vented women from truly en
joying sex, and she scoffs at the
concept of "dale rape." She also
believes the '60s were just a big
farce that encouraged rampant drug
use, psychoanalysis is a great big
fraud and people dying of cancer
are not seen as important as people
dying of AIDS.
Wener also targets vegetarian
ism by celebrating herchoice to eat
meat (and lots of it) and attacks the
environmental movement by invit
ing people to spray aerosols into the
air indiscriminantly (an act that is
featured in her song "Lady Love
Your Countryside").
At the root of all of thesecontro
versial opinions, however, lies a
true potential for musical genius
and mass stardom. With this in
mind and despite the political incorrecmess. Smart {should be the
start of great things to come from
Sleeper.

Look for the 2nd Annual End-of-the-year TOP TEN LIST —next issue in
//I
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"The Truth is out There" for Fans of "The X-Files"
By Brian Lees
Managing Editor

Friday, March 19 marked the
end of the second season of "The
X-Files," the Fox network's most
successful show the past iwoyears.
Whai started out as a cult phenom
enon has evolved into Fox's high
est rated series (consistently plac
ing in the top 40 nationwide and
lop lOamongadultmales in Southem California).
Series creatorChris Carter has
been overwhelmed by the burgeon
ing success of a show that pro
duces feature film quality episodes
on a shoestring television budget.
This was part of the reason that
•The X-Files" tookhome lastyear's
(jolden Globe for best television
dramatic series.
Part of what fuels the series is
an intense paranoia of government
coverups and sly writing that keeps
the viewers on the edge of their
seats. The no-holds-barred atti
tude of the subject matter of the
show, ranging from bizarre parapsychological phenomena to UFO
conspiracies, has caused many
people to discover "The X-Files"
for the first time this season.
Each week, a different set of
/ery strange occurrences are in

vestigated by FBI field agents Fox
Mulder (David Duchovny of "Twin
Peaks" and "Kalifomia" fame) and
Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson).
Mulder was originally a spe
cialist in serial killings, but has taken
on a special cause to uncover gov
ernment conspiracies to hide the
truth about unexplained phenom
ena from its people. His search for
the truth is fueled by his wimessing
the abduction of hissister, Samantha,
by alien beings assumed to be from
outer space.
Scully was originally an au
topsy specialist beforeshe was asked
by the FBI to be Mulder's partner in
wder to act as a skeptic and a bal
ance for his wild conclusions. Her
endeavors with Mulder, however,
have changed her perspective over
the course of the last two seasons,
and she has put her job on the line
more than once in order to protect
him and help him uncover the truth.
A wild assortment of regular
characters help or hinder Mulder
and Scully's work week in and week
out. The most interesting of these
are kiK)wn as "Cancer Man," "The
Lone Gunmen," and "Agent X."
Cancer Man is one of the FBI
higher-ups who is notorious for hid
ing in (tokened comers of FBI of
fices, blowing cigarette smoke in

everyone's faces, and questioning
CH* hindering Mulder and Scully's
investigations.
The Lone Gunmen are three
nerdy technological experts who
look almost fresh out of college
(especially theguy with long blonde
hair who looks like "Garth" from
"Wayne's World") and helpMulder
gather all kinds of technitto data.
Agent X is a mysterious Afri

can-American gentleman who has
fed Mulder with important clues
when necessary or when Mulder
has called upon him. Recent epi
sodes have shown that be has the
power to kill without detection and
he has allegiances to many differ
ent sides, making him difficult to
trust
The first season dealt with
many exciting discoveries such as

the Groom Lake secret base in Ne
vada (which is based on a true story
of a military installation paid for by
American tax dollars that the gov
ernment denies even exists), a pyromaniac capable of spontaneous
combustion by his own volition,
and mysterious alien-looking emIxyos that eventually cost one of
Mulder's Triends" in the govemment his life.
Recent episodes this season
have included "big name" guest
stars Terry O'Quinn ("The R(x:keteer" and 'The Cutting Edge") in a
story about a mass murderer inhab
iting the Ixxly of a woman and
mysterious killings, Charles Mar
tin Smith ("Starman"and "The Un
touchables") in a sKMy about a govemmentconspiracy toinfectpeople
with a deadly bacteria, and Tony
Shalhoub (Antonio on NBC's
"Wings") as a man with a deadly
shadow created by an experiment
with dark matter that went wrcmg.
This brought us to the
cliffhanger season finale called
"Anasazi," which refers to an an
cient Native American civilization
that disappeared from their New
Mexico homes hundreds of years
ago. The premise of the show fol
lows a UFO theme, in whichstrange
markings and the disappearance of

people is explained through alien
abduction.
This episode goes totally ber
serk with its subplots of Mulder's
possibly being secretly drugged by
the government, his sudden mis
trust of his pailner, and his finding
alien skeletons in a train box car at
the bottom of a can yon. In addition
to this, a computer hacker uncovers
secret government files about UFO
existeiK:e, which are encrypted in
Navajo and were also worked on by
Mulder's father, who is killed in
order to silence him. Theepiscxle
ends with the Cancer Man ordering
the box car blown up with Mulder
still assumed to be inside.
The acting and production val
ues of this series are fantastic. The
special effects are probably the fin
est on television,and certainly finer
than the lame specialeffec is of other
Fox shows, especially the insipid
"Sliders," which has thankfully been
canceled by the network.
"The X-Files" is on Friday
nights frtHn 9-10:00 p.m. on the
Fox network. Fans of the show
might want to watch for reruns of
some of the better shows from the
past two seasons until newepisodes
return in the fall with the exciting
conclusion to this season's
cliffhanger finale.

"Eat, Drink, and be Merry" at the Renaissance Pleasure Faire
to modem day America. What be
gan as a backyard play starring ten
children has now blossomed intoan
enormous celebration involving
over one thousand performers.
The creators' name is Phyllis
Patterson and when she first de
cided tohold a workshop for kids in
her backyard she didn't realize the
phenomenon that would eventually
become the Ren Faire.
This year, the Faire runs for
nine weekends from April 22 to
June 18. It is held at Glen Helen

By Shannon Burns

At^rtising Manager
The time has once again ar
rived to transport yourself back to
sixteenth century England. The
year is 1592 and Queen Elizabeth
the First is the reigning monarch.
Europe has reached the age of re
naissance.
1 -or thirty-three years the Re
naissance Pleasure Faire Inc. has
brought sixteenth century England

We Love
Students!
Kendallwood Apts

$300 moves
you in!

1st month free
162 bedrooms
large patio/
b^cony
pool and spa
refrigerator
central air/ heat
Stove/Washer

O.A.C. (909) 887-0192

Queen Elizabeth I welcomes one and all to the Renaissance
Pleasure Faire. (above) Valiant knights perform three times
daily in the Queen's Royal Joust., (npht) The Faire is open
through June.18,.

Regional Park right next to Block
buster Pavillion. There is still time
to getout thereand enjqy the amaz
ing transformation of a plain park
into a realistic English village full
of bright colors, wonderfull charac
ters, authentic f(xxls and wares of
all types, and fantastic shows.
Tickets are regularly! S16.50
but students can buy special priced
tickets for SI 1.00 at the AS! box
office. Tickets can also bepurchased
at the front gate of the fairgrounds.
Faire hours are 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.

me COYOTF CHPONICie

Population 361... A Band on the Run
year," Turner said.
Ihe band frequently jams at El Gato
GOTdo, Don Jose's, and Peppers in the Up
land area and at the Golden Elk, Chad's and
Slick's in the mountain communities. Hiey
are booked at Whiskey Creek in Redlands
sometime in June and Yankee E>oodles, the
chain of sportsbars, with a new restaurant

qiening soon, replacing Jersey's on Court
Street in San Bernardino.
The group will also travel outside of the
In a six-monih period, they changed
country. They plan on doing a charity concert
names about seven times. One night, David
in Tijuana, Mexico this summer. "The con
Turner glanced at a bottle of JackDaniels and
cert will be in front of400 or 500 people and
exclaimed, "Population 361!" That brand of
it will benefit the families of police officers
alcohol branded the group forever.
killed in action. They don't get a paid pen
Turner, an accounting majwatCalState,
sion," Turner said.
said the band. Pop. 361, formed
New Mexico and Mam
about 14 months ago. "The
moth concerts and weddingen
population of Lynchburg,
tertainment are also in the
Tenn. was 361, according to
band's future plans. Their suc
the bottle," Turner said.
cess is attributed to practicing
Pop. 361 is comprised of
good ego control and "we just
Turner, who does vocals, key
like to have /un."
board, and guitars. David Burt
Fcff Tumer, getting expo
on vocals and the drummer,
sure is important. He thinks
Stephanie Burt does keys and
the Pubon campus should host
vocals, and Gary Lynch, who
more concerts and advertise
does bass and vocals.
more for the periodic concerts.
They perform rock 'n' roll,
"There aren't a lot of
top 40, country, 50's, classic,
places where college students
southem, alternative, whatever
can go to hangout around San
the audience likes.
Bernardino."
"To make the crowd
"I remember when I used
happy, you're gonna have to
to go to the Pub on weekdays
bend sometime. We might play
and hear all the bands all the
at the same place a few times,
time. The concerts were a way
but there are different crowds,"
for the students to have a good
said Turner.
time and the bands got a fol
Pop. 361 knows 96 songs
lowing," said Turner.
so far^ which Turner thinks is
Anyone interested in fol
an accomplishment. "Most
lowing Pop. 361 can call 872bands don't know as many pop. 361 will play at Whiskey Creek, Yankee Doodles in June. 5150.
songs as we do. And you're
lucky if a band stays togethera
By Victoria Besedin
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^mphony, university'
FORM REGIONAL CHOIR

The Inland Empire Symphony
and the Music Department of
CSUSB are establishing a sym
phonic choir that will perform
regularly with the symphony be
ginning with the 1995-96 season.
Open to Inland Empire resi
dents, "the choir does not require
auditions for interested partici
pants," states Tamara Harsh, di
rector of choral activities at Gal
State.
"In its first season, which be
gins nextfall, the chorus will per
form Carl Orff's 'Carmina
Burana,' the 'Gloria' of Francis
Poulenc and the 'Liebeslieder
Walzer' of Johannes Brahms,
notes Harsh, who will conduct
two of the performances in No
vember and June.
The
symphony's Maestro, Stewart
Robertson, will conduct the
Poulenc, which is scheduled for
April 1996, she adds.
Rehearsals of the Inland Empire-CSUSB Symphonic Choir
will be held Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in
theRecitalHallatCalState. More
information is available from
^arsh at 880-5859.
^

(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE)

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
IS a w a n t .

Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?

Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.

Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The Lost Wallet"" Service can get you
emergency cash^ a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
*Based on available cash line.

CmoANr^
ariBANi^

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I-800-CiTIBANK.
• #
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Palm Trees, Fish Tacos, and Padres Featured at "The Murph"
By Christopher Malone and
Mathew Piseatella
Ccyote Chronicle Staff Writers

Large and spacious are the
two words a sports fan may use to
describe a modem ballpark. Jack
Murphy Stadium is neither predy
nor artistic on the outside but it is
both on the inside. Ibe tons of
concrete in the stadium brought us
visions of another famous struc
ture: The Great Wall of China.
And although "The Murph" hasn't
had aGenghis Kahn, it does have a
comparable historical figure in
TonyGwynn. Both of them could
really hit.
Baseball for diehard Padre
huts has hardly been pleasant in
the last few years. Past manage
ment is famous for their blunders

when trying to make deals for lower
salaries. But Padre baseball has
entered a new era. New manage
ment, new attitudes and a strike
shcHtened season have helped the
Padres get a new lease on life in
San Diego.
The Murph has been home
to the Padres since 4969 and have
fielded many championship mo
ments inspects history: DanFouts
tossing touchdowns to Kellen
Winslow, the 1984 World Series
bound Padres and the 1993 AllStar baseball game. All these
memories echo from the cavems
and help fans ^preciate San Di
ego as a true sports town.
The grey concrete slabs can
easily overcome the fan entering
the stadium. The field, however, is
greener than Barry Bonds' con

tract with the San Francisco Giants
and with the palm trees planted
behind the newly shortened out
field fences it is obvious that nov
elty still exists in baseball.
But unlike the spacious cav
ems of such places like Anaheim
Stadium, The "Murph" doesn't
have the feel of the typical big
league ballpark. When watching a
game you actually feel like part of
the action. While sitting in the
upper deckof DodgerStadium may
make one wish for binoculars, the
top level in San Diego has an ex
cellent view. This is San Diego's
"High Five" section. Only the first
five rows are open to seating and
seats cost only five dollars.
Tickets range from five to
fourteen dollars. All of the seats
are great. Even the outfield bleach

ers are fun to relax in and enjoy the
game. Parking is easily accessible
and the concessions lines were sur
prisingly quick. Except for the
Berlin W^l-style exterior. Jack
Murphy Stadium isa great place to
enjoy watching a ball game.
The "new-look" Padres
actually havean exciting team with
all-stars Tony Gwynn, Ken
Caminiti and Andy Benes sur
rounded by an exceptional sup
porting cast The Padres are cur
rently in third place and are hewing
their young pitchers can hold up
for 144 games.
The team aside, the Murph is
probably one of the best places to
take in a day game in all of base
ball. The fans are great, the fish
tacos are excellent and the price is
reasonable (for the big leagues).

Road trips
comes to
you from
Fiscalini
Field next
issue. Until
then,see
you in the
rear view
mirror!

Coach Parnell Brings Respect to Coyote Baseball
By Christopher Maione
Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

Try to picture yourself as
head coach of the CSUSB mens
baseball team before the 1995 sea
son. Youtakeoverateamthatjust
finished sixth overall in the Califomia Collegiate Athletic Confer
ence (CCAA) and are losing three
of your lop starters. Most people
would probably make reasonable
goals such as 20 wins or fifth place
in CCAA. Not Coach Don Pamell.
In this, his first season as head
coach, be took the Coyotes to sec(md place in CCAA and squeezed
out 26 wins in a grueling 52 game
season. How did he make such a
drastic tumaround in just oneshort
season? It can be analyzed by
looking at two words that are not
often used in today's high {Hiced
SDOTts wOTld. faith and hnrd work.
A fact that cannot be over
looked is the amount of scholar
ship money the Coyotes' receive
to entice future prospects. U.C.
Riverside has $56,000 and Cal
Poly, Pomona $28,000. So,
CSUSB must be close behind,
-- g
exactly
lolarship money to
who wish to play
. This information
Coyote fans apprecoaching staff and

players accomplished this year.
Well, now that we have
that out of the way let's get down to
our end of the year player tributes.
Since the coaching staff doesn't
believe in giving out individual
awards, I think it is my journalistic
duty to give out the accolades.
The NCAA placed four
Coyotes on the division II AllWest Region Team. Selected to
the All-West Region First Team
were third baseman Jason Llorens,
designated hitter Chris McMillan
and outfielder Gary Frank. Short
stop Chad Beretta was chosen for
the All-West Region Second
Team. But beyond these confer
ence All-Stars were other contribu
tors; players who may not have
been recognized nationally but
whose play made this season a
success. We here in the sports
department just had to present The
Chronies.
This year's **Energizer
Bunny" award goes to senior infielder Gary Frank. He kept hit
ting and hitting and hitting. . .
Gary ended the season with a 28
game hitting streak and led the
team with a .372 batting average.
He also ranked in the top five on
the Coyotes in slugging percent
age (.521), stolen bases(5), and led
the team in hits (70).
The *These Shoes Were
Made for Walking** award goes

to senior shortstop Chad Beretta.
He led the team by drawing 49 free
passes, 30 more than any other
Coyote. Healsoassistedin turning
20 double plays.
The'T Should Have My
Name on a Candy Bar** AND the
*%rui$ed Banana** awards go to
senior DH Chris McMillan. He
led CSUSB in home runs (11),
RBI (39) and runs scored (33). He
was also tagged by a pitch 10 times.
The only thing McMillan didn'tdo
was drive the team bus.
The "Rodney Dangerfield (I Get no Respect)** award
has to go to junior outfielder Steve
Ogden. He hit .296, jacked 10
taters and drove in 38 runs. He led
the team in slugging (.696) and
consistently hit in the clutch (.511

with runners in scoring position).
Junior pitcher Bobby
Ray gets the **He Can Bring It**
award. He led the team with a
1.000winning percentage (5-0) and
opponents hit a whopping .191
against him.
Junior pitcher John Ma
jor receives "Are there any more
Turns** award. John led the team
in wild pitches (6), hit batters (7)
and walks allowed (27). John also
fanned 46 batters in 63 innings and
led the team in appearances (20)
and held left handed hitters to a
.188 batting average.
The Coyotes are losing 9
players (all starters) from this year's
squad and on paper the team looks
to be devastated. In an interview
with Coach Pamell, I discussed

I DELNirs

Good Luck
next year, Coyote
Baseball!

"Best Subs in Town"
Now Open 'Til 10!

• Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub j

' with coupon. Not good w/any other offer

\ 1357 Kendall Dr.

this startling fact with him. ;"We
have many strong underclassmen
returning and I think our team will
be just as strong next season,"
Coach Pamell boasted of his team.
The Coyotes should coifte
out hungrier than ever to make 'a
run at the CCAA championship
next season. Our congratulations
go out to the entire baseball pro
gram and we look forward to an
even more successful 1996.

(909) 880-1605

j

We
Deliver!!
Delmy's

10% Student Discount
Walk-in. Excludes Advertised Specials
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Lindros and Belfour
Big Winners

By Christopher Malone and
Mathew Piscatella
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writers

This has been a fantastic
hockey season. The shortened
schedule caused by thelockout has
meant greater intensity on the ice
and more exciting games to watch.
The only thing that has been hit
harder than an A1Mclnnis slapshot
this season has been the guy on the
receiving end of a Chris Chelios
cross-check. The playoffs have
been the most exciting in years,
with great performers like Claude
Lemieux in New Jersey and the
Legion of Doom in Philadelphia.
And if the playoffs are on, that
means it's time for the postseason
awards.
So, like a Kelly Hnidey
five bole, we'rejustgonna open up
and let you in to check out this
Vear'sNHL CJtronres. TheCanuck
and the Paisan pick this year's big
winners. Now if we only could
have found out what a Nordique
was before they moved to Denver.
Maybe Nordique is French for
"Abandon Quebec". Anyway, on
with the ceremonies.

shot from the blue line. When
c^itain Jeremy Roenick went down
with a knee injury it was Chelios'
scoring and defense which helped
teep the Blackhawks in the pUyoff hunt. Chris Chelios is the im
pact defensemen in the NHL.
Best Goaltender
The Canuck: "Eddie the
Eagle" has soared down and
swooped up any puck that has come
his way. He led the league in
shutouts, wins and saved seasons.
Eddie doesn't wear No. 23 or No.
45 but still managed to help bring
Chicago a much needed winning
season, even without J.R.(Jeremy
Roenick)
The Paisan: No doubts. The
cmly thing that went through Eddie
Belfour's goal crease was the
Zamboni at intermission. When
Belfour was on the ice he com
pletely dominated games and took
over as the best netminder since
Patrick Roy in his prime.
Rookie of the Year
TheCanuck: PeterForsberg
was the "other" guy in the trade
that sent Eric Lindros to Philadel
phia and has proven thatQuebec,er,
Denver didn't lose everything
when they lostEric the Red. Peter
led all rookies with 45 points but
was not able to help his Nerds get
past the first round in the playoffs.
The Paisan: Although he
didn't break any scoring records,
Anaheim's Paul Kariya established
himself as an excellent playmaker
for the next decade. He ^so of
fered veteran leadership in just his
first season in the NHL.
Best Hitter
The Canuck: I gave this
award to Chris Chelios and think
Montreal deserves to be kicked out
of the NHL for trading him.
"Chelly" is the best open ice hitter
and can throw 'em if things get
ugly. His Chicago attitude and his
favcxite pastime (sitting in the pen
alty box) make him a shoe-in for
deity in Chicago. Without Chelios
Chicago's defense would be in
shambles rather than one of the
best in the NHL.
The Paisan: Eric Lindros is
the most intimidating physical
player since the Hanson brothers
in the film Slapshots. He is the
ix^sence that causes mental break
downs in opponents and leads to
victories for the Flyers.

Most Valuable Player
The Canuck-. Just the
name Lindros makes any oppo
nent shudder with fear. Eric hits,
0ghts and scores. In the three
seasons he has been in the NHL
Lindros has averaged more points
than any one in history. Yes, even
more than Wayne Gretzky did in
his first three seasons. With Cap
tain Eric at the helm the Legion of
Doom looks to be steered in the
light direction.
The Paisan: No one has bad
more offensive impact than Jaromir
Jagr. With Mario Lemieux gone,
Jagr has had to step up both his
game and his leadership. Without
his stick, it is hard tosee Pittsburgh
as anything better than marginal in
the tough Eastern Conference. His
{nesence on the ice has given NHL
defenses fits for years and this sea
son hasfinally seen the full poten
tial of this superstar.
Best Defensemen
The Canuck: Guess what
another King that has excelled af
ter leaving Los Angeles. Paul
Coffey has achieved his best of
fensively productive seasonto date
and has also anchored the best de
fensive team in the NHL this sea
What do you think?
son. The only thing that will stop Are we right, wrong or just
Paul Coffey and the Detroit Red plain stupid? Let us know!
Wings from winning the Stanley Any sports comments or let
Cup this season is a freak octopus ters should be addressed to
accident
The Paisan : Chris Chelios "The Canuck and the
may be one of the toughest guys in Paisan" and left in the
the league but he's also one of the Chronicle mailbox in
best defend^s in recent memcny. UH201.09. May your shot
Besides that Chelios is an excel be hard and your glove hand
lent passer and has an incredible quicker than Richter's.

'cSUSB Student Recreational Facility Swimming Pool Hour^
Monday: 12 -1:20 p.m. & 4:30 -6 p.m.
Tuesday: 12 -1:20 p.m. & 4:30 - 6 p.m.
Wednesday; 12 -1:20 p.m. & 4:30 -6 p.m.
Thursday: 12 -1:20 p.m.& 4:30 -6 p.m.
Friday: 12 -1:20 p.m. & 4:30 -6 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•

Summer can be the perfect time to continue work on
your degree or just get those pesky GE classes out of
the way.
Summer Session classes begin June 21 and most
of the University's acaderryc programs are offered.
MaiMn registration is April 3 • June 2.
The Summer Session catalog outlines the schedule,
fees, and registration procedures. Look for yours in
the mail, orpickupafreeoneatthe Bookstore or
the Office of Extended Education (SH-134}.

FOR MORE
o
INFORMATION.
CALL
EXTENDED
EDUCATION
AT

880-5975.
>< »U

t
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Fare Thee Well Until The Fall

Wg COYnTP f^HQONIClP

The following is a letter ad
dressed to the Queer Coyote.
If you would like to write to
Q.C., drop them by UH
201.09, or mail them to the
address listed on page 3. All
letters must be no longer than
400 words, Letters may be
published anonymously or
with a false name.

Dear Queer Coyote,
I think you've got a great
thing started. Your column can be
very informative to the straight as
well as the gay community. It can
show different aspects of our lives
while at the same time discrediting
some of the stereotypes that people
still adhere to. I also would like to
tell the straight community to send

in their experiences with Gay
people. Any response that can be
given by gay readers is beneficial.
All in all I see a column with great
potential. Anything that allows
people to learn from it is worth
while. Anything that may be a
positive effect on someone is needed
in today's society.

—Jason

California Graduate institute
C^'^.-cJuate cchool of r^ycr.oIoQy or^d

Administrative Office
1100 Gtendon Ave., Floor 11
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)208-4240

ondMrT

MA and PhD Programs in Psychology
and Marriage & Family Therapy

Orange County Fadilty
1122 E. Uncoln Ave. B-206
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public instruction, California Education Code 9431 OB.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure In California.
In addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:
- The Treatment of
Chemical Dependency

I
y

i

- The Treatment of Perpetrators
& Victims of Violence

- Behavioral Medicine

- Psychoanalysis

Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (OC)

2i>04:00pin
Human Analomyand Physiology
SeSAilOpin
Dram Analysis 11
9eO-SyX)pm ftychoanalyticPsychothcrapy
S:OO-0yXlpm
NarcissisticDisofders: Shame
Sy)0-8K>C^m
Guided Imagery
5eS4:00pm
Biofeedback Therapy
SeO-SeOpm
MFTPradicumMIl
5eO-8dK)pm
Advanced Human Sexuality
500-7rOC^m
Group Process &Technique
6^)O-70Opm
Group Process &Technique
80O-llK)Opm
Physiological Psychology
8d)0-llK)0pm
Clinical Practicum 1-Vl

T. Oleson, PhD
D. Clifford. S{D
BoMtaDSW/BodvMD
D. Clifford. MD
G.aiver. PhD
T. Oteson, PhD
fLGoltra, PhD
(OC)
N.Pike.MSW
J. Packer, PhD
EL Phillips, PhD
OC
T.aeson, PhD
(OC)
R. Phillips, PhD

900-1 IdXlam
l:OO-20Opm
2:OO-50Opm
2ilO-50Opm
30C.50Opm
SWkSXKIpm
Sd)O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-8:OOpm
5:00-8:00pm
5<XI-8fK)pm
5:15-d:4Spm
6yX)-ll:OOpm
8.00-11:00pm
8i)0-11:00pm
80O-11:OOpm
l:^-30Opm
200-500pm
200-500pm
200-500pm
20O-50(^m
30O-40Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
50O-80Opm
500400pm
50O-80Opm
50O-8.0Opm
800-110Opra
80(^110Opm
80O-11.0Opm
80O-110Opm

Group Process tt Technique
Advanced Psychological Assessment
Proposal Research III
Profeasloiul Issues, Ethics& Laws
Group Process a Technique
Theain.Pkaai«cyp^.inaMedicalWQrld
Proposal Research II
Leaming&Cognition
Primitive Mental Slates
Diagnosis& Direct, in Adult Psychopath.
TheHoiocaustaSchiitdler'sUst
Group Process & Technique
ResearchMethodsaAnalysisIl
Techttiqueof the Initial Consultation
GerialricPsychopathology
Object l^adoitsTheoryl
Group Process & Technique
Human Souality
Advanced QinicalHypttosis
Learning a Cognition
Psychologyof Women
Group PrcKess a Technique
Proposal Reseaich I-III
SuicideaCrlsislnlervention
Self l^ychologyll
Issues in Fam.Psydtopath. a Psychotherapy
PsychopathdogyaPamilyDynamies
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy
Advanced Human Sexuality
Psychopharmacology
Ittdustrial/OrganizatlonalPsyclwlogy
Qinical Piaclicum 111
TscticsofChangeinFamilyTlterapy
ChildAbuseaDomestlcMolence
BridgeBctwcenPedagogyaPATreatmL

D. Fehr, PhD
(OC)
A. Paitofsky, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD
D. Fehr, PhD
(OC)
D. Diamond, MD
L.Wdsbender, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
D.aiffoid,MD
(OC)
R.Goltra, PhD
B. Schwartz-Lee, PhD
M. Koven, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
L.Silverton.PhD
). Mayhall, PhD
(OC)
VV. Rickles, MD

90(^lO0Oam
110O-2.0Opm
I1.0O-20Opm
200400pm
20O-50Opiii
30(M0Opin
500400pm
500400pm
500400pm
500400pm
500400pm
50l}40Opm
500400pm
600400pm
800-1100pm
80(^110Opm
80O-110Opm
800-110(^01

GioupProcessaTedmique
Sodal Psychology
Cof^olnl Theiapy
Cognidve-Behavioral Therapy
Psychological Assessment)
Gioup Ptocess a Technique
GioupPtocessaTechnlque
Clinical Practicum I
Clinical Practicum II
P^chdogical Aasessmenlll
Dta^welsa DItecL In Adult Psychopath.
- Tactics of Change In Family Therapy
Psychological Assessment III
Gfoty ProcessaTeehnlque
Proposal Research I
P^chopathclogy a Family Dynamics
aiiticalCaseConfercnceS
P^dtopalhoiogy U

R. Phillips. PhD
(OC)
M. KaHovac, PhD
L. Singer, PhD
L. Singer.PhD
K. Cross, PhD
M. Kovca PhD
M. Koven, PhD
L.Weisbendcr.PhD
L. Singer, PhD
K. Cross, PhD
R.Gollra, PhD
(OC)
D. Rowen, ]D
L. Silvertoa PhD
M. Koven, PhD
M. Kariovac PhD
D. Cooper-Byram, PhD
J. Delchamps, MD
M. Gerson, PhD

(OC)
(OC)

Dcvdopmeni of the Person
Schizophrenia aPsycholicStates
Group Process a Technique
Qinical Hypnosis
Comprehensive Exam Review

D. Rozen, PhD
(.Hedges, PhD
D. Fehr, PhD
K. Kanel, PhD
Core Faculty

80O-lO0Oam
1O0O-10Opm
1O0O-10Opm
n0O-120Opm
100400pm

Group nocess a Technique
MFT Practicum l-III
Human Sexuality
Group Process a Technique
Psychological Assessment II

D. Fehr, PhD
R. Goltra, PhD
N.Pike.MSW
J. Packer, PhD
S. Harris, PhD

(OQ
(OQ
(OQ
(OQ

WEST LOS ANGELES
1/6-7

1/20-21
1/27-28

I^60O-110Opm
Sa(90O40Opm

Cognitive Therapyfor Mood
ana Personality Disorders

L.Singer.PhD

1/74

2/18-19
402-23

Sal10O-60Opm
Sun90O40()pm

Issuesin FamilyPsychopalhologyli
Psychotherapy

K.Kepp,PhD

1/21-22

3/2S-26
44-9

S<itl0O40(h>m
Sun 900-600pm

Psychoiherapywith the Chemically
Dependent Patient

ICKepp, PhD

1/28-29

3/18-19
3/25-26

Sat 10O-60Opm
Sun90040()pm

Intro, to Mediation 8c Basics in
Family Law

LSarasaJD

Fri60O-110Opm
Sal90O40Opm

Managed Gate Clinical Practicum

L. Singer, PhD

2/34
2/44

2/11-12

2m-6

Sal 100400pm
Sun900400pm

MFT Advanced Practicum Mil

RCdlra, PhD

2/44

2^8-19
3/1M2

Sal 100400pm
Sun 900400pm

Psychosynthesis

T. Oteson, PhD

2/11-12

Sat90O-50Opm
Sun90O-30Opm

Counienransference 8c
Professional Boundaries

W.Cobum,PhD

V44

Sat 90O40Clpm
Sun90O-20Opm

Pswholherapywiih
Schizophrenic Patients

O.Dada,PhD

V44

Sat 10(V400pm
Sun 900400pm

Practicum intheTrealment of Victims 8c
Perpetrators of Vloleitce

Faculty

Sal 100400pm
Sun 90040l^m

Taciicsof Change

R.Ckiltra.PhD

3/18-19

Sal 900-500pm
Sun90O-10Opm

What Is Meant by Containinga Patient?

A.P4tujian,PhD

1/74

Sat 100400 am
$un90(M0 ipm

(OC)

3/18-19
(OC)
(OC)

(OQ
(OQ

Weekend Special Classes & Seminars

3/25-26
4«-9

ORANGE
(OC)

Theories of Communication

L. Peters, PhD

Biofeedback Therapy

R.Woi(,ntD

Sal 10O40O pm
Sun 90040 tpm

SodetydcOiemicalDepcndertcy ,

LSatssOk]D

1/20&22 3/3&5

V7A9

Fri60O-lO0(^
Sun900400pm

Suicide & Crisis Intervention

S. Harris, PhD

1/38-29

2/11-12
2/25-26

Sat 100400 pm
Sun90040 Ipm

The Family 8cChemical Dependency

N. Pike, MSW

1/38-29

2/11-12
3/25-26

$at10O40C pm
Sun 90040 )pm

Guided Imagery

K. MacLeay, PhD

2/44

2/25-26
Vll-12

Sat 100400 pm
Sun90040 Ipm

Psych<^lhology8c Psychotherapy with
yictlms&Perp^Rra tors of Violence

D. Rowen, JD

Sal 10O40()pm
Sun900400pm

Scmlnarln P^'cbophannaeology

S. Krassner, PhD

Sat 100400 pm
Sun 90040 )pm

Introduction to Qi nical Practice 8e
Managed Health Care

D. Piatt, PhD

Sal 100400 pm
Sun90040 jpm

Child Abuse Assessment

1/13 &15 1/20 8(23 Fri 60O-1O0Opm
2/38i5 Sun 900400pm
1/14-15

33
t ai f

].Packer,PhD
A.Taylor.PhD
T. Moss, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
D.PlaK,PhD
]. Packer, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
M.Peck.PhD
L.Superslein, PhD
K. K^p, PhD
S. Harris, PhD
D. Piatt, PhD
A.Taylor, PhD
D. Diamond, MD
S.Wimer.PhD
R.Cruener, MD
K.Kepp,PhD
D.Rowcn.jD
R.EksteiaPhD

90O-120On
10O-40Opm
50O-40Opm
500400pm
500400pm

3/11-12
3/18-19
4/8-9

3/25-26
Vl-3

ft Reporting

K.Kanel,PhD

An Excellent Education For Those Who Qualify

Well, here it is. The last (^eer
Coyote of the year, I fromise it will
be back in the fall quarter... and it
will be better. You can look for
ward to some interesting content,
such as: information about the fabu
lous collection of Gay oriented lit
erature, stories, and research; Prob
lems facing the Gay Community,
and additional news about current
events that pertain to the commu
nity. I want to thank everyone for
all the wonderful support and en
couragement. I'm eagerly awaiting
the Queer Coyote's return.
Now on to business... Wednes
day, May 31 @ 6 p.m., the GLB
will hold their regular weekly meet
ing in the Women's Resource and
Adult ReentryCenter (WR&ARC).
Following the meeting is the Pride
Coffee House frcKn7-10p.m. Please
come and enjoy food and perfor
mances with us. June 1 brings an
open house to the WR&ARC from
10 ajn. to 2 p.m. There will be
food& refreshmenL I encourage
everyone to come and show your
support for the center. They are
inv^uable to this campus.
Monday, June 6, the Career
Center will be having a workshop
tilled "Working with Gay and Les
bian Co-workers and Clients",
taught by Craig Henderson from
the Psychological Counseling (Cen
ter. 'The event takes place in the
(Career (Center at 2:30 p.m.
Thai's all I have for you this
time. Thank you all once again.
Goodbye and I'11 see all of you next
fall.

—Shannon

r
Buy any yootlong
•T2b an4 gat a 2nd
sub of aqual or
lasaaf valua FREE
vith purchasa of
a 32 OS. drink
1050 W. KENOAa DR.. SUITE B
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407
(909)666-3343

Offer good only
with coupon
expires 7/1/95
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Take the
LSAT in June:
Start Law School
in August.
CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY
School of Law

Students who successfully
complete the LSAT in June can be
part of the inaugural class of the
Chapman University School of Law.
Applications will be accepted
until August 12.
The School of Law is
committed to achieving early ABA
approval and to providing personal,
student-oriented education
for the honorable
profession of the law.

For more informafion,
call the School of Law (714) 744-7648.
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3rd Annual Pow Wow was "Sweet"
By Brandy Floras
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

The awesome sounds of drums,
the aroma of delicious foods, and
the vibrant colors of jewelry and
crafts were a few of the wondrous
things at the Srd Annual Pow Wow
atCSUSB.
This year's pow wow was en
titled, "SweetGrass Gathering," and
was held from 1 p.m.-12 midnight
on Saturday, May 20 on the Pfau
Liharylawn. It was sponscxed by
the Native American Student Asso
ciation (NASA) and ASI. Admis
sion to the pow wow was free and
open to the public.
"We wanted to get students,
faculty, and everyone involved in
celebating Native American heri
tage," said Joe Miera, NASA presi
dent
Among the many fascinating
events throughout the day were the
Intertribal Bird Singers, the head
male and female dancers, and the
bead northern and southern drum
mers.
At one point, Lolly Red Eagle,
the head female dancer, from the
Assinibone Sioux tribe invited ev
eryone to join her and her family in
aspecialtknce. BysbakingLoIly's
and her family member's hands you
were immediately accepted into the
dance and were now an active part
of the celebration.

In addition to the music and the
dancing there was an extraixdinary
amount of hand crafted jewelry,
pottery,rugs,ait,andclotbing. Ven
dors from as far away as
Lukachukai, ArizcmandAlbuquer
que, New Mexico came to display
the various crafts of the Native
American Indians.
Some of the most interesting
crafts are the dream catchers and
the fetishes. The dream catcher is
believed to have originated with the
Oneida Indians in the northeastern
part of the U.S. Usually placed
above an infant's cradlebo^, the
web of the dream catcher is be
lieved to filter all dreams and allow
only the good dreams to flow
through the open circle.
The fetish is most often an ani
mal carving-usually in stone- which
houses the spirit or supernatural
qualities of that animal. For ex
ample. the frog is associated with
fertility while the bear is associated
with medicine. Fetishes are impor
tant to the Zunis Indians because
animals can never be truly under
stood by humans and so they repre
sent unknown powers.
Since the pow wow lasted all
night, there were plenty of Native
American foods to fulHll all types
of appetites. Navajo tacos, Navajo
frybiead, and Navajo burgers filled
the mouths of many, while inter
tribal song and dant^ entertained
all.

Trustees Discuss Affirmative Action
From Newt Services

Education, Chancellor Barry
Munitz said, "is a way to create a
level playing field." Reviewing the
system' spolicies on affirmative ac
tion, Munitz said that the system
and its campuses adhere to federal
and state laws and board policies
when it comes to employee hirings
and student admissions.
Calling affirmative action "one
of the greatest cbncems around the
country," Munitz said the question
being asked is whether the CSU is
locking out qualified students and
taking in less-qualified people. His
answer was "we don't see it, at least
not at CSU." The CSU's goal, he
said, is to "provide oppcxtunity and
training that allows society to say
the playing field is level."
Should a proposed constitu-

tional amendment to prohibit pref
erential treatment in hiring and uni
versity admissions be placed on the
ballot and approved by voters,
Munitz said he didn't believe much
would change at the CSU because
the campuses use very little other
than grades and test scores for de
termining admissions. Only im
pacted campuses or programs use
factors other than grades and scores
in determining admissions.
"If the language of that initia
tive goes through,...95 to 98 per
cent of what we do now we would
continue to do....We will stay down
this road," Munitz said.
Trustee Delaine Eastern agreed,
saying, "CSU trustees have been
and should continue to be commit
ted to equal opportunity for every
body." Trustees took no action
during the discussion.
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yogi
$1.00 off any sandwich
with the purchase of a large drink
4594 Univerwty Parkway, SUte A • San Bernardino

(909)887-7812
COUPON VALID THROUGH MAY 31,1995

Campus Readies for June 17
Commencement

A 1972 graduate of
California State University, Fresno,
Otomo-Cortgel earned her M.P.H.
in 1980. Since that time she has
been an adjunct assistant professor
in residence for the UCLA School
of Dentistry.
She also has a private
[nactice in periodontics, and has
been astaff periodontist at Rancho
Los Amigos Hospital since 1981.
Professionally, Otomo-Corgel has
been involved with the American,
California and Los Angeles dental
associations, as well as the
International Association for
Dental Research.
William Hauck eamedhis
A.B. in social science from San
Jose State University in 1963.
He is a constultant for the
office of the Governor of Cali
fornia, and has been chief of staff
for Assembly speakers Bob Moretti
and Willie Brown, Jr.

From News Services

Some 3,900 students are eiligible
to graduate at California State
University, San Bernardino's
annual Commencement cere
monies taking place June 17.
The quad south of the
Pfau Library will again be the site
for graduates to get ready for that
"next step" with the blessings of
more than 20,000 well-wishers.
Among them will be
Commencement speakers Joan
Otomo-Corgeland William Hauck,
members of the California State
University Board of Trustees.
Otomo-Corgel will speak at the
9:30a.m.ceremonyfcfflhe schools
of Education, Humanities and
Natural Sciences. Hauck appears
at 5:30 p..m. at the schools of
Business and Public Admin
istration and Social and Behavioral
Sciences ceremonies.

Symphony, University
Form Regional Choir
The Inland Empire
Symphony and the Music
Department of CSUSB are es
tablishing a symphonic choir to
perfCHm togetter, beginning next
season.
Open to area residents,
the choir does not require
auditions,states Tamara Harsh,
director of choral activities.
In its first season, they
will perform Carl Orff s 'Carmina
Burana,' the 'Gloria' of Francis
Poulenc and the 'Liebeslieder
Walzer' of JohanneBrahms,"notes
Harsh, who will conduct two of the
performances in November and
June. The symphony's Maestro,
Stewart Robertson, will conduct
the Poulenc, which is scheduled
for April 1996, she adds.
Rehearsals of the Inland
Empire—CSUSB Symphonic
Choir will be held Tuesdays at 7
p.m. in the Recital Hall at CSUSB.
More information is available is
available from Harsh at 880-5859.

The Blues
Retail Shop

Vintage Clothing
501 Levis
Leather Jackets
Flight Jackets
Levi Jackets
M-T-W-F-Sat 11-6 pm
Thurs 11-9 pm
Sunday 12-4 pm
1 1 4 E. S t a t e S t .
Redlands, CA 92373
Kevin or Jo (909) 798-8055
Hours May Vary According to
Season

After Finals...

881-6788
The Cramming Begins!
Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let Mail Boxes Etc.* pack
and ship it for you.
From computers and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc.
handles your shipments with care. MBE can pack and ship just about anything.
MAIL BOXES nC*

985 KENDALL DR. #A

IT*S NOT WHAT WE DO. IT'S HOW WE DO IT?"
UPS Autnonzed Shpcwig Outlet. Restrictions may aooty Each Mail Boxes Etc? Center is an inoepenoentv
owned arra ooerated tranchrse. ©1995 Mail Boxes Etc.

Have You Chosen a Major Yet?
By Victoria Boaedin
Copy Editor

Undeclared students had the
opportunity to explore their
interests at a noon meeting May
22. Ray Navarro Jr., Director of
Academic Services and Testing,
hosted a workshop on "How to
Choose a Major."
Navarro showed students
how to choose their top three work
values and apply them to a major.
Reasons for working could include
recognition, achievement, leader
ship, social welfare, selfexpressions, money, work values,
independence, creativity, chall
enge, interpersonal relations,
variety, travel, spiritual, envi
ronment, and communication.
Try it out for yourself.
Draw a big circle on a piece of
paper. Draw a small circle within
the bigger circle. Number three
spaces within the small circle.

Now, categorize your reasons for
working by assigning them a
percentage of the donut. When
you have chosen a space for every
work value, list the three largest
areas in the small circle.
While this game won't
guarantee a perfect match, it will
give an idea on what you should
major in, says Navarro.
Business Education Ass
ociation, Associated Students, and
the Communication Club spon
sored a free careerconference May
26. Workshops on productive
netwoiking results, power dressing,
designing a winning resume,
leadership development, career
planning strategies, seven habits
of successful people, job search
with results, and interviewing
techniques were presented. Patricia
Rodgers Gordon, director of the
Career Center. Denise Benton,
director of Upward Bound, Taft
Newman, EOP director. Dr. Rizzo,

chairman of the SSD Program,
Heidi Lochart from the Outreach
Program, Dr. Victoria Seitz, from
the marketing department, Paul
Esposito Jr., coordinator of the
placement center. Dr. Rincon,
Vice-PresidentofStudent Services,
Professor Daniel Tuckerman and
Dr. Kevin Lamude, both from
Communication Studies, all
offered help and reassurance to
students.
Choosing a major goes
hand-in-hand with developing a
career. Navarro advised students
choose a career that you like and
incorporates your skills and
experience, not one that society,
parents, and money choose. Many
students change majors more than
once during the college career and
the average person changes careers
five to seven times during a
lifetime. Reassessing yourinterests
periodically can ensure job and
family happiness.
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Todoy's job market is tougher than ever for the entry level graduate, and if you are like most graduotes, you have only one thing representing oil that you're worth.. .yoi^ resume.
The professional looking resume that you hod designed and printed on expensive linen paper
becomes just another piece of pulp in the mix of the hundreds and sometimes thousands of ireiMnes
from your competition. Yo« must hove m edge.
The SOLUTION?

In today's oge of technology, computers are fost becoming a way of life. Being technologically
advanced ccm ^e you an edge over your competition. We will help you obtoin that ^ge by putting
your resum§ in on InteracWve Digital Format. This "interactive resumi" is not just your regime on a
disk, it is 0 fully interoctive presentotion which involves the viewer. Your potential emplo^r will be
able to view different areas of your resume ot their own pace simply ^ "cMcing" on select areas on
the professionally designed mterfoce. This encritles you to Include more information than you could on
0 conventional resume while maintaining the empl^ers interest.
Another one of the mony advantages of the interoctive resume is the ease of duplication. You con
simply copy the projector file from cBsk to disk as you need them. Also, to establish a more personal
feel, we can scon and place a photograph of yourself into the interface, free of charge.

WEIGHT LOSS - Looking
for 27 students who want to
lose weight. CallCamille
(909)466-8107. HELP
WANTED!
ROOMATE WANTED- to
share 2 bedroom apt. in
beautiful Running Springs.
Must speak fluent Spanish;
Some cooking/cleaning
required. $125.00/month. 1st
month free. Call Dr. Paul
Olsovsky at 867-7052 or 2720788.
ROOM FOR RENTEXTRA LARGE,
FURNISHED. OWN
ENTRANCE, BATH, AIR
CONDITIONING,
REFRIGERATOR, CABLE,
BUS. $350.00(909)882-0701

STUDENTS - Over 120
American Manufacturers need
you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry,
holiday decorations, etc. Earn
$280 to $652 weekly. Part
time/full time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly. Call 1 (602)
680-7444 ext. lOOlC.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,0(X>+-/ month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C59852.

FAST FUNDRAISERRAISE $500 IN 5 DAYS GREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS,
MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY - NO HNANCIAL
OBLIGATION. CALL (800)
775-3851 EXT. 33

THURSDAY

DO EUROPE
$269 ANYTIME
If you're a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline's prices.
*N0 HIDDEN CHARGES*
*CHEAP FARES
WORLDWIDE*
AIRHITCH®
Internet: Airhitch@netcom.com
310-394-0550

$1.50

MACINTOSH COMPUTER
& PRINTER-Complete
system only $499. Call Chris
at 880-5685.

FEATURES:

^rfnonth

^ f r e e rent*

DovVC Lose your BDGE
Interactive Multimedia is fost becoming the cutting-edge of communication, loke advantage of this offer
for only S49.95 and call NOW!!! Then get the job you redly want.
I n t e f i c 11 * e

MANY THANKS- Neal, Jim,
Nerrisa, Jan, Gina, Rochelle,
Larry, Peyman, Eden, John,
Brian, Mark, Erica, Franz,
Darlene, Ken, Glen, Dawn,
Dave, Brett, Lisa, Mike, Lee,
and anyone unnamed. What a
SURPRISE! Now we can
cook a good marriage.
Kimberly Cousins (& Alan)

Fitness Center
Racquetball Court
2 Pools & 3 Spas
3 Whirlpool Spas
Refrigerator, W/D &
Fireplace available
Gated Community
Party Room

^(*with 1 yr. lease
and approved credit)

Hsk a b o u t s t u d e n t
& faculty d i s c o u n t s

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS - Over $6 Billion
in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info, call: 1800-263-6495 ext. F59852

To place a
Classified Ad in
The Coyote
Chronicle, call
Cathy Miller at

880-5931

Pixelhaus Multimedia

909^335.2262

U-CALL-IT
Bobby McGee's
1905 S. Commercenter East
San Bernardino, California

909-884-7233
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Homecoming!

....

Amtrak California
If you're planning to kick back at home after finals, why not start
your relaxing early by riding Amtrak to hometowns all over California.
Trains and connecting shuttles get you where you need to be with
minimum hassle and maximum relaxation. If you're looking forward to a more
active summer, Amtrak fills that bill, too. Whether you're backpacking in
Yosemite, beach-bumming in Santa. Barbara, or hill-climbing in
San Francisco, the vacation begins as soon as. you step aboard the train.
For information about our Capitols, San Joaquins or San Diegans, or about
Amtrak service nationwide, see your travel agent or call Amtrak at:

1-800-USA-RAIL

